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view of a “ Mission from Cape Coast Cas were roofed with leopard skins, and crown known, that, whenever, and from whatever 1 The history of manufactures In Great Brittle to Ashantee,” conducted by Edward ed with various animals, naturally stuffed* cause, it has been found necessary or expe- ;Mo, the greatest manufacturing hation in the
dient to open their colonial ports to a foreign world, informs ns that the woollen branch,
Bowditch,'Esq- London. The entrance of The state hammocks, like long cradles, trade, the rule of reciprocity in favor of the tilj
1
of late her greatest branch, owed both its
JAMES K. REMICH,
the travellers into one of the villages of the were raised in the rear, the poles on the foreign party was not refused, nor as is be- original
<
and subsequent growths to persecuted
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HÔÜSE.
heads of the bearers ; the cushions and lleved, a right to refuse it pretended., (
1exiles from the Netherlands ; and that her
Ashaéteés, is thus related.
:
manufacture, now a nourishing and fa
“ We entered Coomassie at two o,clock, pillows were covered with crimson taffeta, Jt cannot be said that the reciprocity was silk
■OflÎÆAiWEOVS.
dictated by the deficiency ef the commercial volile branch, were hot less indebted to
passing under a fetish or sacrifice of a dead and the richest cloths hung over the sides. marine.
Fraiice, at least, could not be, in emigrants
'
flying from the persecuting edicts
dijsentaru and
nfi|
sheep, wrapped up in red Silk, and suspend Innumerable small umbrellas, of various every instance governed by that considera- of
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE
< France.— [Anderson’s History of Com
Physic is needful, 4t)y q
colored
stripes,
were
crowded
in
the
inter
5
ed between two lofty poles. Upwards of
tian, and Holland, still less : to say nothing merce.]
1
highly recommended
FROM THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER5,000 people;* the greater part warriors, vais, whilst several large trees heightened ofthe navigating States-of Sweden and Den It appears, indeed, from the general history
’ manufacturing industry, that the prompt
lis with awful bursts of martial music, the scene, by contrasting the sober colour mark, which" have rarély, if ever, enforced a of
H e t OOP V
To the Editors
In performing some of met
'
colonial monopoly. The remark is, indeed, and
;
successful introduction of it into hew sit
Rtaken
the duties assigned me by the Secretary ' discordant ofily in its mixture ; for horns, ing of nature.
L v vi s, if
taken
obvious, that the shipping liberated from the uations,
1
has been the result of emigrations
The
King
’
s
messengers
with
gold
breast

drums,
rattles,
and
gong
gongs*
ivere
all
usual conveyance of supplies from the parent from countries in which manufactures had
r ofthe Naw, during the
past
Summer, I '
< ■ . . ■- ...
.....
1 ... i
plates,
made
way
for
us,
and
we
commen

exerted
with
a
zeal
bordering
dhfr'enzy,
country to the colonies might be employed in gradually
;
grown up to a prosperous state, as
-I had occasion to address a circular letter to
new channels opènéd for them, in sup into Italy on thé fall of the Greek empiré ;
Fa number of masters and owners, qf the to
1 subdue ils by the first impression. The ced our round, preceded by the canes and the
plies
from
abroad.
from
Italy
into Spain and Flanders, on the
accompanied win, ¿¡rc fi
smoke which encircled us from the incess thé English flag. We stooped to take the
Reciprocity, or aff equivalent for it, is the loss of liberty in Florence and other cities;
■.recommendations fjii whale fishery, and fur seal and other !
hand
of
every
Caboceer,
which
as
their
ant
discharges
of
musketry,
Confined
our
only rule of intercourse among independent and from Flapdebs and France, into England
■f wetety. And they«, I trades in the Pacific. With a view of col- ■
to the foreground ; and we were household suites occupied several spaces in communities, and no nation ought to admit a as above noticed.—[Franklin’s Canada pam
»omen and childi’1',1 fleeting such information as they hadtreas- glimpses
!
jived up, in the numerous voyages they jhalted whilst the Captains performed (heir advance, delayed us long enough to dis doctrine, or adopt an invariable policy, which phlet.]
In thè selection of çaSes here made, as ex
■e genuine unless nmA, ] had made in high Southern latitudes, that Ryrrhic dance, ill the centré Of a circle of tinguish some ofthe ornaments in the gen would preclude the counteracting measures
necessary to enforce the rule.
ceptions to the “ let alone” Theory,' none
8- W. TIIAYgi might be useful to the Navy Department warriors ; W-here a confusion Of flags, En eral blaze of splendour and ostentation.
2. The Theory supposes, moreover, a per have been included which were deemed con] in directing the operations of the explor- iglish, Dutch, and Dani-h, were waved and
petual peace ; a supposition, it is to be feared, trovertible. Audit I have viewed them, or
POLITICAL
LILLIE, rinneiirt ] ing expedition, now preparing for the en- flourished in all .directions, the bearers
not less chimerical than a universal freedom a part of them only, in their true light, they
of commerce.
show, what Was to be shown, that the power
Î terprise. Answers were readily returned to plunging and springing from side to side,
MR. MADISON’S LETTERS.
The effect of war among the commercial granted to Congress to èhçoiirage. domestic
Jftjy letters; log booksand journals were' with a passion of enthusiasm only equal
LETTER IL
■and manufacturing nations of the world, in products by regulations of foreign trade, was
i freely offered for examination, and a dispo- ed
1 by the captains, who followed them,
raising the wages of labor, and the cost of its properly granted, inksmiich às the power is
MONTPELIER, OCTOBER 30, 1828.
discharging
their
shining
blunderbusses
products, with a like effect on the charges of in effect confined to that body, and may
sition to communicate freely was evinced
Dear Sir : Inmy letter of September 18th ■freight and insurance, need neither proof nor when exercised, with à sound legislative dis
in every personal interview 1 had with the so
' close, that the flags now and then I stated,
briefly, the grounds on which I rest- Iexplanation. In order to determine, there cretion, provide the better for the safety and!
intelligent gentlemen engaged in the sever were in ablaze, and ernerging froiri the ed my opinion, that a power to impose duties fore,
a question of economy, between depend prosperity ofthe Nation.
smoke,
with
all
the
gesture
and
distortion
al branches ofthe business ofthe Pacific.
and restrictions on imports, with a view to ;ing on foreign supplies, and encouraging do
With great esteem hud regard,
of
maniacs.
Their
followers
kept
up
thé
encourage domestic productions, was consti mestic substitutes, it is ileèèssàry to com
This information has been combined in a
JAMES MADISON; .
lodged in Congress. In the obser pare the probable periods of war with the
Joseph C. Cabell, Esq.
In the course firing around us in thé rear. The dress of tutionally
IN’S noted ITCH OU report to thé Department
the captains was a war cap, with gilded vations then made was involved the opinion, probable periods of peace ; and the cost of
1, which has stood thei of these researches, many anecdotes,
also, that the power was properly there the domestic encouragement in times of
her ointment, the phd stronriv illustrative ofthe enterprise, har rams horns projecting in front; the sides- lodged. As this last opinion necessarily peace, with the cost added to foreign articles
Mr. Ritchies, of the Richmond Enquirer,
:en reduced from 50 to] dihood] and success of our mariners, have extending beyond all proportion by im implies that there are cases in which the in times of war.
wisely informs the aspirants fob office, that
been collected by me, and which were ei mense plumes of eagle’s feathers, and fas power may be usefully exercised by Con During the last century, the periods of war “ several of Gênerai Jackson’s friends must
the only body within our political sys and peace have been nearly equal. The ef be disappointed^ in thé distribution of offices;
ther too minute, of did not come within the tened under the chin with a band of cow gress,capable
of exercising it with effect, you fect of a state of war in raising the price He recommends to all siiclrto “ wait patient
port's BilUousEw objects of my report, which, however, I ries. Their vest was of fed cloth, cover tem
may think it incumbent oil roe to point out of imported articles, cannot be estimated ly until \.\\c public good is supposed to invite
these Pills have been og esteem of great value, and sh dl preserve ed with fetishes and saphies in gold and cases ot that description*
with exactness. It is certain, however, that them into office.” If some of them wait fòt
he sale of them hasexce for future usé. One of this kind I have silver ; and embroidered cases of almost
I will premise that I concur in the opinion, the increased price of particular articles may the public good to call them, they will have
;ume expectations of W
every color, which flapped against their that, as a general rule, individuals ought to make it cheaper to manufacture them at occasion to surpass thepatiencé of Job. Mr.
i may be fairly consider^ recently received from Captain E.^lan- bodies as they moved, intermixed with be deemed the best judges of the best appli home.
Ritchie is evidently afraid there will be a
dent of their many virtl nin«*, a gentleman distinguished for his ad
cation of their industry and resources.
Taking, for the sake of illustration, an terrible squabbling at the distribution of the
sry justly esteemed for venturous and successful voyages in the small brass bells, the horns and tails of ani
I atn ready to admitj also, that there is no equality in the two periods, and the cost of an loaves and fishes.— Providence American.
operation as a cathart ci Southern Hemisphere, and I cannot for mals, shells and knives ; long leopard’s country in which the application may, with imported yard of cloth in time of war to be
George M. Bib!) resigned the office of
me is necessary— They; bear to communicate it to the public, as it tails hung down their backs, over a small more safety, be left to the intelligence and nine and a half dollars, arid in time of peace
reign remedy in allbilffl
bow covered with fetishes,—They wore enterprise of individuals, than the United to be seven dollars, whilst the same could at Chief Justice of Kentucky, on the morning
ought
to
be
known,
to
show
our
enter

the head, stomach & boi
.
all times be manufactured at home for eight previous to His late election to the Senate.
loose cotton trowsers, with immense boots States.
s of appetite, dizziness, w prise, and Russian justice and liberality*
Finally, I shall not deny that, in all doubt dollars, it is evident that a tariff of one dollar Judge B. it is said, is a strong Anti-Tariff
of
a
duh
red
leather,
coming
half
way
Respectfully, yours, &c*
qlic—they are likewise»
ful cases, it becomes every Government to and a quarter on the imported yard would man, and opposed to interhal improvements
up the thigh, and fastened by small chains lean rather to a confidence in the judgment of protect the home manufacture in time of by the General Government, unless he has
P
Js N. REYNOLDS»
infectious diseases, rew
to their cartouch or waist belt ; these were individuals, than to interpositions controlling peate, arid avoid a tax of one dollar and a changed his opinion very lately.
f every kind by dissolviw
“
While
on
the
business
of
discovery,
e morbid matter, hew
also ornamented with bells, horses’ tails, the free exercise of it. .
half imposed by a state of war.
With all these Concessions, I think it can
ing a lost appetite—as® [says the Captain] I cannot but digress, strings of amulets, and innumerable shreds
By a statement ih the N. Y. Evening Post
It cannot be said that the manufactories
: habits. They are so a« to mention a little circumstance, to the ofleather ; a small quiver of poisoned ar be satisfactorily shown, that there are excep which could not support themselves against it appears that there are 2129 paupers in the
tions to the general rule, now expressed by foreign competition in periods of peace, Almshouse of that city : 1154 nativés, 97’5
seasons and hours, that! c-edit of American enterprise, viz : 1 he
in summer or winter,a! two discovery-ships sent out by the late rows hung from their right wrist, and they the phrase ‘ Let us alone,’ forming cases that would spring up of themselves at the recur foreigners. Men 751, women 700, boys 445,
iy, without regard to di Emperor Alexander of Russia, on their held a long iron chain between their teeth, call for interpositions of the competent au rence of war prices. It must He obvious to girls 233. The Penitentiary contains 290
usincss. Theiroperation
wit h a scrap of Moorish writing affixed to thority, arid which are not inconsistent with every one, that apart from the difficulty of natives and 208 foreigners, of whom 145 men
ctual, that by experience voyage around the world, being between the end of it. A small spear was in their the generality of the rule.
great and sudden changes of employment, no and 178 women, were committed as vagrants
1. 'The theory of “ Let üs alone’* supposes prudent capitalists would engage in expen by the police, and 167 men, 8 women sentenc
xcel any other physical« the South Shetland arid Palmer s land, left hands, covered with red cloth and silk
that
all
nations
concur
in
a
perfect
freedom
the public:
esrablishnients of any sort, at the com ed by the Court*
but much the nearest to the islands, were
black
countenances of commerciäl intercourse. VVère this the sive
ie are covered with ad becalmed in a thick fog ; When the fog tassels. Their
mencement of a war of uncertain duration,
case,
they
would,
in
a
commercial
view,
be
heightened
the
effect
of
this
attire,
and
e design of the Good Sa
with a certainty of having them crushed by
Dreadful Accident. On Monday last, two
cleared awav, they were surprised to find completed a figure scarcely human.”
but one nation, as much as the several dis the return of peace.
^ents name thereon.
horses, in tandem, belonging to Mr. Ross, of
one
ofthe
Stonington
South
Sea
Compa

tricts
composing
a
particular
nation
;
and
The strictest economy therefore suggests,
—ALSO—
“We were then squeezed at the same
theory* would be as applicable to the for as exceptions to the general rule, an estimate, this city, took fright and ran With fèàrful ve
locity down the Quebec Suburbs, where they
Vs Jaundice Bitta\ ny’s barques ; a little vessel of about funeral pace, up a long street to an open- the
mer
as
to
the
latter.
But
this
golden
age
of
in
every; given case, of war and peace periods
fifty tons, between the two discovery fronted hoùse; Where we were desired by a
free trade has not yet arrived : nor is there and prices, with inferences therefrom, of the came id contact with another horse, belong
37 1-2
ships, which immediately run up the Unit
single nation that has yet set the example ‘ amount of a tariff which might be afforded ing to M. Campeau, a baker, by which he
’s Celebrated Eye Wai ed States flag, when the frigate arid sloop roy<il messenger to wait a further invitation aNo
nation can, indeed, safely do so, until a during peace, in order to avoid the tax result was killed on the spot, the shaft" running far
from the Kifig. Here our attention was
r of the above is kept ini of war set theirs, and the Russian Commo
'reciprocity, at least, be ensured to it. Take, ing from war. And it will occur at once, that into his breast ; they afterwards ran over an
man, who was so much injured, that
ILLIE—in Wells by NJ dore despatched a boat and officer, with an forced from thé astonishment of the crowd fora proof, the familiar case of the naviga the inferences will be strengthened by adding elderly
iy E. Goodale andG.Cof invitation to Captain Palmer, of the Amer to a most inhuman spectacle, which was tion employed in a foreign commerce. If a to the supposition of wars wholly foreign, his life is at present despaired of. They pro
to the great alarm of the passengers,
paraded before vis for some minutes ; it nation, adhering to the rule of never inter that of wars in which our own country might ceeded*
eeler & Tufts—by theD
until they were at length stopped at the
id and Boston, and by ican vessel, to come on board, which he was’a man whom they were tormenting posing a countervailing protection of its ves be a party.
the Current Of St. Mary ; the?
readily accepted.
, previous to sacrifice ; his hands were sels, admits foreign vessels into its ports free 3. It is an opinion iii which all must agree, Cross near
: principal towns from if
Were in such a state from the smooth
“ When he arrived on the Commodore s pinioned behifid him, a knife was passed of duty, whilst its own vessels are subject to that no nation ought to be unnecessarily de streets
ness
of
the
ice
that this was effected with
a duty in foreign ports, the ruinous effect is pendent on others for the munitions of public
,
' eo< deck he was asked what islands those
through his cheeks, to which his lips were so obvious that the warmest advocate for the defence, or for the materials essential to a na much difficulty.—Montreal Can.paper.
were’in sight, and if he had any knowledge noosed like the figure of eight ; one ear theory in question must shrink from a uni
val fore.*, where the nation has à maritime
of them! “Yes, Sir,” replied Captain was cut off and carried before him, the versal application of it;
Old Police Laris of Boston.—Mr. Shaw,
frontier, or a foreign commerce to protect.:—
Palmer,” those are the Shetland islands, 1 jther hung to his head by a small bit of A nation leaving its foreign trade in all cas To this class of exceptions to the theory may in his History of Boston, relates several aam well acquainted with them, and a pilot skin ; there were several gashes in his es, to regulate itself, niight soon find it regu be addfed the insti uments of agriculture, and musing decisions of the Court in “ olden
irate disease which basso
by other nations, into a subserviency of the mechanic arts which supply the other time,” among which, the following in 1640,
ie art of the most experk
here. I belong, Sir, to a fleet oi .five san ■ back, and a knife was thrust under each lated,
foreign interest. In the interval between primary wants of the community. The time shows the danger in which punsters stood in
s at length found asovei
out ofStoriingtdn, underithe command of shoulder blade he was led with a cord to
the peace of 1783 and the establishment of
been, when many of these were derived those days. “ Capt. Stone is sentenced to
Captain B. Pendleton, whose ship is now passed through his hose', by men disfigur the present Constitution of the United States, has
from a foreign source, and some of them pay a fine of a hundred pounds, 8c prohibited
'-RANGED GEM at anchor in a good harbour in that island ; ed
coming within the patent without the Gover
with immense caps of shaggy black the want of a general authority to regulate might relapse into that dependance, were the
and if you wish for water or refreshments skins, and drums beat before hitn ; the1, trade is known to have had this Conséquence.. encouragement to the fabrication of them at nor’s leave, upon the pain of death, for calling
have not the preténsions and pûlicy lât- ' home withdrawn. But, as all foreign sources Mr. Ludlow, ( one of the magistrates and of
Ï will pilot you in, and my Commander feeling this horrid barbarity excited must And
PANKOVS diseases art
terlÿ exhibited by Great Britain given warn must be liable to interruptions too inconveni course a justice,) à Justass.”
will be much pleased to render you any as be imagined. We were sooh released by ing of a like restht from a renunciation of-all ent to be hazarded, a provident policy would
uctanceby the Physicist
sistance, to obtain for. you such refresh permission to proceed to the King, and countervailing regulations on the part of the favor an internal dnd independent source, as
he is so universally |
The great cheese of 100 lbs. weight, made
ments as the country affords.
‘ 1 kmd- passed through a very broad street, about a United States ? Were she permitted, by con a reasonable exception to the general rule of bv Mr. Israel Cole, of South Adams, Berk
ferring
on
certain
portions
of
her
domain
the
mt has stood the test oft
shire county, has reached Troy, N. Y. on its
Cbnsulting cheapness alone.
lv thank you, Sir,” said the Russian Com quarter of a mile long, to the market
of Colonies, to Open from these a trade
ly obtained anunparallela
4. 'There are cases where à nation may be way to Washington. It is-in a painted box
modore, “ but, previous to being envelop place. Our observations enpassant had name,
for herself, to foreign countries, the use to so far advanced in the prerequisites for a par and labelled—“ A present from Israel Cole to
mediately removes thes
ed in the fog, we had a sight of those taught us to conceive a spectacle far ex be made of the monopoly need n^t be traced. ticulm’ branch of manufactures, that this, if Gen. Andrew Jackson, President elect V. S.
y action to the vessels (t
islands, and concluded we had made a new ceeding our original expectations; but Its character may be placed in a just relief, once brought into existence, would support A. to be delivered to the care of the Rev.
■i gin al colour and smooth
jcommendations miglitl)
discovery ; and behold when the fog lifts,’ they had not prepared us for the ex- by supposing that one of the Colonial Islands, itself ; and yet, unless aided in its nascent Abadiah B. Brown, Washington City.”
instead of its present distance, happened to and infant state, by public encouragement and
jperior efficacy, but tin
to our utter surprise, a beautiful little' tent and display of the scene which here be
[We hope this Cheese will not be found
in the vicinity of Great Britain ; or that a confidence in public protection, might re
that a FAIR TRIAL SOT
contain so rebellious a congregation as
American
vessel,
to
all
appearance
m
as
burst upon us ; ah area of nearly a mile one of the islands in that vicinity should re main, if not altogether, for a long time unat- to
?ntator,. It has in three»
fine order as if she had but yesterday left in circumference was here crowded with ceive the nantie and be regarded in the light ; tempted, or attempted without success, Is were discovered in that which was presented
ises of fifteen and! twenty
Mr. Jefferson on his accession to the Presi
her port in the United States, is discover magnificence and novelty. The King, his of a Colony, with the peculiar privileges i not our cotton market a fair example ? How- to
have resisted the power
dency, a quarter of a century ago. Howev
edy that could be devise
ed alongside of my ships, the master of tributaries and captains, were resplendent claimed for Colonies. Is it not manifest, that j ever favored by an advantageous command of er, the General himself a giant, can easily
this case, the favored Island might be made ! the raw material, and a machinery which
t once gives immediate I'd
which readily offers to pilot my vessels in in the distance, surrounded by attendants in
the sole medium of the commercial inter f disposes in so extraordinary a proportion with subdue an army of mites.}—Bos. Gaz.
mt cures Tinea CafiU
to port where/u’s Commodore will tendei of every description, fronted by a mass of course with foreign nations, and the parent manual labor, it is quite probable, that without
3ALD HEAD)and allBC
The Litcl\field Post, says that “ a pump
me every aid for refreshments ! We must, warriors which seemed to make our ap country thence enjoy every essential advan ; the impulse given by a war cutting off foreign
iliar to unhealthy cliilff
surrender the palm o£ enterprise to you proach impervious. The sun was reflec tage, as to the terms of it, which would flow i supplies, and the patronage of an early tariff, kin-headed “ Ichabod Crane” sort of a Jona
¡nothing of a mercunab'
than,” came into that office a short time*
it, and it may be used'
Americans,” said the Russian Commo ted with a glare scarcely more supportable from an unreciprocal trade from her other : it might not even yet have established itself: since, to see them “ make papers.” He laid
with other nations ?
■ and pretty certain, that it would be far short his paw upon a “dreadful accident” which
er any other circurost
dore. “ Sir, you flatter me: ’replied the than the heat from the massy gold orna ports,
Fortunately, the British claims, however
the prosperous condition which enables it was in type and converted it into, pi. The
American Captain, “ but there is an im ments, which glistened in every direction. speciously colored or adroitly managed, were !: of
to face, in foreign markets, the fabrics of a editor
sale and Retail by thefc
warns his visiters to keep their hands
mense extent of land to the South, and More than a hundred bands burst at once repelled at the commencement of our com ! nation that defies all other competitors. The
the capes of their cloaks and great coats
when the fog is entirely cleared away, you on our arrival with the peculiar airs of their mercial career aS an Independent People, and number must be small, that wouid now pro- and
th,Portland; Delano&J
successive epochs
under the existing
s
~ Con- ' noiince this manufacturing boon not to have from matter which i£ put in type.
-------Isaac Hill, Concord,
will have, from your mast head a line sight several chiefs ; the horns flourished their at
stitution, both in legislative discussionsand in bèen cheaply purchased by the tariff which
»lake, Saco, and JAMI
©fits mountains.” “ Indeed,” observes defiances with the beating of innumerable diplomatic négociations. 1!...
There were 22 Fires in Boston in 1828.
----nu, 5VÏ1
piTesent matùrity..
he claims
were nur
^e(| 1V ;ntb
p
mnebunk.
the Commodore, “ you Americans are a drums and metal instruments, .and then repelled on the solid ground that the Colonial ! 5 Should it happen, as has been suspected, 10 in Albany.
discount to country ot
be an object, though riot of a foreign govtiêopte that will be before us, and here is yielded for a while to the soft breathings of trade, as a rightful monopoly, was limited to ! to j-æ
eop
Sow iî your information, and whatjs now
the intercourse between the parent^
parent country ernment itself, of its great manufacturing
A Powder Manufactory and ont buildings
their long flutes, which were truly harmo a».v*
...
u.
v.
».
.....
»
......
v
...
—
——
..j
----'
its colonies, and between one colony and capitalists, to strangle in the cradle the infant in Southwick, Mass, were blown up and
before my eyes, an example and nattein for nious ; and a pleasing instrument like the and
’ ALMANACK!
.v whole
v
1being,
.
. 1 namanu
another ; the
strictly, in the
j facturestìf an extensive customer.or an
consumed
on the 1st inst. between* 12 and I
t___rv fronda
o nt li P
the oldest nation in Europe.-^-Wlicre ex bagpipe without the drone was happily ! ture
of a coasting trade from one trx
to another
anticipated rival, it would surely, in such a
182$.
,
M, The damage is estimated at $120Q
pected to make new discoveries, x ima tne blended. At least a hundred large urn- port of the same nation ; a trade with which Ì case, be incumbent on thè suffering party, as P.
or 1500. No lives were lost.
,
•
i -i
other nation has a right to interfere.• Jt
R far to make an exception to the “ let alone”
the Gross, Dozen or«
American flag, a fleet, and a pilot !
or canopies, which
could
shelter
brellas
w.,.~..
------ cknUnr
------ no
follows,
of
necessity,
that
the
parent
country,
policy,
as
to
parry
the
evil
by
apposite
reguAfter treating Captain Palmer in the thirty persons, were sprung up and down
s, at
it opens a colonial port for a direct ]ations of its foreign commerce.
Orders have been issued for disbanding a
most friendly manner, the Russian Com by the bearers with brilliant effect, being- whenever
trade to a foreign country, departs, itself, j 5
¡s a COmmon objection to the public company of light infantry in Searsmont, in.
modore was so much struck by the cirçuip- made of scarlet, yellow, and the most from tlie principle of colonial monopoly, and I enCouragement of particular branches of in this State. The captain could find no on£
stance that he named the coast Palmer s showy cloths and silks, and crowned on entitles the foreign country to the same reci-i {lustry, tbat ca)js oft’laborers from other who would accept the office of Clerk, anff
Land, and it bears his name, at this time, the top with crescents, pelicans, elephants, procity, in every respect, as in its intercourse i b;.anc'hes found to be more profitable ; and the company has done no duty for 3 years
any other ports of the nation.
? the objection, is in general a weighty one.— past.
on the recent Russian and EngUsh barrels, und arms and swords or gold ; with
This is common sense and common right-i But it loses that character in proportion to
charts.”
they were of various shapes but mostly It is still more, if more could be required. It j tbe effect of the encouragement in attracting
A gentleman from Boston, on a visit to a.
dome, and the valances (in some of which is in conformity with the established usage of ' s^dful laborers from abroad. Something of friend in the country, speaking of the times»
all
nations,
other
than
Great
Britain,
which
tb
j
s
sor
f
bas
already
taken
place
among
ourINTERIOR OF AFRICA.
small looking-glasses were inserted) fan have colonies. Some of those nations are se
as much more of it and inn prospect observed that his wife had lately expended
__lv es,
__ ____
$50 for a habit. His friend replied, “ here
The last published number of the Afri tastically scalloped and fringed ; from the known to adhere to the monopoly of their co- and
a
so far as it has taken or may take place in the country, we don’t allow our wives tt
can Repository, printed under the direction fronts of some, the probosces and small lonial trade, with all the rigor and constancy p forms an exception to the general policy get intp 8u,ch haPit&f
the Colonization Society contains a re- teeth of elephant? projected, and a few >vhich circumstances permit. But it is «iso jin. question;
PUBLISHED BT

t JfJhem.

Remonstrances of J. Emery—of S. Ross, j “ Act entitled” an act for the support and i
i MW#
I
To the House of Representatives; —
and J. Bodwell, against the division of the regulation of Mills.
\
I
submitted
with
great
deference
to
y
our
town of Shapleigh, were read and referred
Mr. Bourne of K. requested and obtained,• consideration a few remarks relative to the
LATEST FROM' SMYRNA.
; SENATE." ~
to the committee on towns. .
leave-to lay a bill on the table relative to Records of ,the Executive Department of
By the arrival at this port of the brig
*cT'fKe
elections which was read.-once and referred this Goverment,hffing removed from its use
Ceres, Caph. Soule, fi’Orn Smyrna, which she'
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14.
THURSDAY,
JAN.
15.
to
Messrs.
White
ofM.
Stinson
of
W.
and
left November 1, Mr. Topi iff has received
Order of the House that Jewett of Bow
and controul for an indefinite period.
Petition of the proprietors of Kittery Point Jewett of B.
the Courier de Smyrrie of that date.
doinham, Sanborn or Limerick and White of
My solicitude to nbby the wishes of the
I J recorded -t
Capt. Soule states, that a severe battle was j Monmouth, be a committee, with such as Bridge for further time to erect said Bridge,
House of Representatives, and of each mem
In Convention.
fought about Oct. 19, at Shumla, in which j the Senate may join, to inquire into the ex- was read and referred to the committee ‘on
The Hon. David Crowell was qualified as ber of it has'induced me to endeavor to arthe Tw ks were defeated with the loss Of 1 pediency of providing by law for the public 1 urnpikes, See. Sent up for concurrence.
, rive at the result proposed, consistently with
a Counsellor.
.
about 30,000 men. Annexed are translations ity of attachments on real estate—concur
the principles I entertain. I have therefore
of the principal items of intelligence in the red, and Messrs. Dane and Kingsbury/ were
FRIDAY, JAN. 16.
requested the Secretary of State,- the
only paper received.
Bos.-Pat.'
J he Bill for incorporating and., endowing
person
having the custody pf the records of
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21.
" r t r Acitdeffiy, was taken up. P-Tr. Perkins
CONSTANTINOPLE, OCT. 22.
Petition of Calvin Spaulding and others, the State, among which arc those you have
IcZiUwh01
of H. spoke in favor bi the bill, Mr. Holmes for the establishment of a Bank at Hallowell, called for to attend you in the course of the
The Sublime Porte has not officially pub
THURSDAY, JAN. 15.
vt A. stated the rise and progress of the in with a Capital of $50,000 ; of David Dunlap present day with them, for the purpose of
lished the details of the fall of Varna.
: Ofjt is submitted
motion of Mr. Phelps, the petition of stitution,, and the reasons applicable to this
There is a rumor that its fall was occasioned theOn
and others for a division of the town of submitting them to yoti-r inspection, and
Inhabitants of Thompson Pond Planta
lature. that whe
by the treachery of Jussui Pacha, bribed by tion was referred to the committee on Incor PKart’9ular case, Mr. Baldwin of M. opposed Brunswick.
awaiting your pleasure as to their return.
have been made
the bilk Mr, Alden of B. was opposed to the
the Russians. This report is without foun poration of towns.
ENOCH LINCOLN
On motion of Mr. Clark of H.
Hhe
constitution,
bill m its present shape, Mr. Kidder of M.
January 9, 1829.
dation. The garrison of Varna yielded, only
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi
Remonstrance of W. A. Swett against Le
f correct the error
to superior force* Had it not been for the gislation respecting Piscataqna River, refer spoke in reply to the gentlemen from Mer ciary be instructed to inquire into the expedi
f The committee
false movements of the Grand-Visir, and the red in the House, and Messrs. Parsons and cer, denying the poverty of the County of ency of providing by law for the probate of HOUSE OF REPRESENT \TTVES,7
Somerset, as represented by him.
tionoftheSecW
consequent destruction of his army, which Witham were joined.
JANUARY 9, 1829.
Wills,
Administrations
of
Estates
and
settle

On motion of Mr. H. for reasons by him
left the garrison unsupported, Varna would
ment of Accounts, and regulating the trust of The Secretary of State, after the foregoing
stated,,
moved
that
the
bill
be
laid
on
the
ta

have yet held out. Public opinion is loud
message was received, cam? in and adressExecutors, Administrators and Guardians,
ble-agreed to.
FRIDAY, JAN. 16.
against the Grand-Visir, and a Capidgi- Baed the Speaker of the House as follows, and
in cases where the respective judges of Pro
Mr. Holmes of A. moved that the report bate of any county have been appointed or
On motion by Mr Usher,
chi}w* been sent to Adrianople ;—the ob
laid upon his table the Register and Rec
ject of this mission is not known.
. Ordered, That tire Secretary of State be on the subject of the Register and advice of shall hereafter be designated for such trusts.
ords referred to.
The Russians have purchased Varna at an directed to notify the Governor, that the Council be now taken up Rnd remarked that
| Office of >
Mr. Speaker
At the request of the
On motion of Mr. Coburn of B.
immense loss, and in despite of all the Tosses Legislature pn the 15th ins.t. by a concurrent he must soon repair to the post which the
fe
Portlar
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi Governor and in compliance with the pro
that the Turks have experienced, the Rus vote - f theAenate and House of Representa partiality of this Legislature assigned him, ciary be instructed to inquire into the expe visions o^the Constitution. I have the honor
? The undersign«
sian bulletins, as well as the prisoners in tives, elected J. Holmes of Alfred, a Senator still he was unwilling to leave any business diency of altering and modifying the law re to lay before the House of Representatives
ky certifies, that ’
Constantinople, many of whom are officers of in the Congress of the U. S. to fill the vacancy which was assigned to a committee of which lating to the laying out of highways.
the volumes of the Register of the Council’”
ofthe Gounc
d Atinctfon, shew that the campaign has cost occasioned by the resignation of Albion K. he was one, undone. Mr. Smith of N. oppo
ointments, coi
The House was occupied in the discussion in which are recorded the Resolutions and
Parris, and that the Governor be requested sed the motion to go into consideration of of a Resolve granting half a Township, pro- I •advice of that Board, from the organ nation of
th - Emperor great sacrifices.
date_ofth,e Bv
Great .activity prevails in the Turkish tp furnish him with the certificates and tes the report at present, and moved that Tues vided Massachusetts will make a similar' the Govei’menf of this Stale to the present
• a copy of which
ministry. Firmans have been given to four timonials of his election, to enable him to day next be assigned as the time for consid grant, to the Proprietors of a bridgé across time—and tn inform th’-s honorable House
’made up «nder 1
ering it.—Mr. H. opposed the motion for as the Penobscot river at Indian Old Town.— that I will wait their pleasure as to the "re
•loaded Austrian vessels,, to pass into the take his seat in the Senate of thp U. $.
hhe date thereof j
Mr, Usher from the Committee on Turn signing.^ further time, as it would not be in Messrs.Shaw. McCobb, Smith of N. Adams turn of them.
Black Sea, and it was. expected that shortly
fthe members ot t
after, tfie entrance into this Sea would be pikes, &c. reported an order of notice on the his pniver to attend' at that time. The of P. Vance, Carpenter, Alden, Shapleigh,
—That in the ci
petitions of R. H. Gardiner and others—-of House refused to postpone. Mr. H; express Clark. Kent, Cummings, Herrick, Bourne
granted to all vessels who might wish it. •
fflenrv W. Fuller
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.
The most” complete order continued to John Drummond and als. sent down Tor con ed his assent.to assign 3 o’clock this after and Jewett, took part in the debate ; when
County of Kenneb
noon.
currence,
’
z ■
.
prevail at Constantinople.
House of Representatives, 7
motion, the resolve was committed to
.jicy, Fuller and I.
Mr. Smith ofNobleboro’observed that be on
. Remonstrance of Simeon Ross and als-—of
ZANTE, oct. 18.
< January 13, 1829. ’ 5
Messrs.
Clark
of
H.
Kent
of
B.
and
Stevens
Rented to the app
The garrison of the castle which defends Tobias Abbott and als—of Elisha Bodwell ing obliged m leave town this day he would of L to consider and report.
The Committee of the House of Represen
¡advice and consi
the entrance of the Gulf of Lapanto will not and als—of Jeremiah Emery and als—against proceed to offer his views and objections to
tatives to whom was referred the Messages
Leave
to
withdraw
on
the
petition
of
Hol

¡Messrs. Wood, D
listen to terms of capitulation. It has deter the dv ision of the town, of Shapleigh, were the report, which he did in a very able and lis.
ofthe Governor of the 8th and 9th inst, to
sfrom the appoint
mined on a vigorous defence, and the French referred to the Committee on Incorporation eloquent manner—when Mr. 8. had conclud
A joint order was passed instructing the gether with the Register and Records of the
kent'accoi-dingly ;
ed the House adjourned to 3 o’clock, P. M.
forces are making preparations for a siege,< of Towns in concurrence.
committee on Literature to inquire into th(e Governor and Council, make the following
I
“JONA'HL
Afternoon.
after the evacuation of the peninsula is comexpediency of allowing School Districts to
I «EDWARP
REPORT:
pleted. The war has thus began, and Heav
/
’
The
House
met
agreeably
to.adjournment.
raise money in certain cases.
SATURDAY,JAN. 17.
« T. PILSBI
The Constitution of the State prescribes
en knows where it will end. It is said that.
Petition of Rufus Berry and als. praying
Petition of- Portland Mutual Fire insur 1'he consideration of the Report relative to
Llose ofthe proce
Admiral Rigney has done all in his power to ance Company, referred to the Committee on the Register and advice of Council was taken for such alteration of the rax act as to fix the that “ the resolutions and advice of Council
Berthe dissent af
shall be recorded in a Register, and signed
up.
prevent the commencement of hostilities, but Banks, etc. in concurrence.
compensation of Constables and Sheriffs in by the members agreeing thereto, which
the record after tl
now the roar of cannon must be heard, rather
Mr
Holmes
in
a
very
able
manner
sup

delivering warrants from the Treasurers.
Petition of Reuben Bdck and als—was re
Ltheundersignei
may be called for by either House of the
than Jhe quiet voice of négociation.
ported
the
facts
and
reasonings
contained
in
ferred to the next Legislature, sent down for
Mistake.
Legislature, and any Counsellor mav enter
the report, in which he clearly shew the
concurrence.
I AMOS NT
his dissent to the ressolution ofthe majority”
constitutipnajity, importance and propriety
THURSDAY, JAN. 22.
LA TES T FR OM E UR OPE.
—that it further provides that the Secretarv
of the course pursued by the committee.
A Bill for repealing the law wh ch prohib “ shall carefully keep and preserve the
MONDAY, JAN. 19.
By the arrival at Salem of the bark Patriot,
Mr. Vance.of Baring, opposed the acccDtfrom Marseilles, Paris papers to Nov. 15,
Order of the House that the Committee ance of the reportand Mr. Clark of H. in a its the passing of billsofa less denomination nrds of all the official acts of the Governor
have been received, containing Lond-n dates on t’ne,Judiciary be instructed to inquire into speech replete with sound sense and conclu than five dollars of certain Banks Out of the and Council, Senate and House of Represen
, f âTïïBDÀ
of Nov. 11, three days later than before ¡ re the expediency of passing an additional act sive argument, advocated it when the ques State read once, and to-morrow assigned for a tatives. and when requested lay the same be
2d reading.
fore either branch of the Legislature.”
ceived. The dates from Constantinople are respecting the collection' of taxes—-concur tion was taken by Yeas and Nays.
The
committee
on
engrossed
bills
report

I
Hon . John Hol
red.
The House on the 7th inst. ordered that
not so late as those by way of Smyrna.
For the acceptance of the report 90.
ed a resolve designating the Portland Ad the Governor be requested to Jay this Regis
through thistown
"Bos. Pat.
1 he Resolve from the House, which pro
Opposed todt:41.
The committee on Towns reported on the vertiser and Gazette of Maine as the ter before them—the Governor on the 8th
The King of England having taken cold, a vided that the Gazette of Maine be the
on his way to the
State
Paper,
was
taken
up
and
passed
to
be
Petition
of< Reuben Buck for a. division State Paper, Mr. Herrick of L. moved that declined, but on the 9th consented, and it
relapse was the consequence, but he was
the resolve be committed to a select commit was sent together with the Records which
engrossed,
as
amended
by
inserting
Portland
of
the
town,-of
Shapleigh„a
reference
of
tfie
again recovering.
tee. Messrs. Smith, Adams, of P. Carpen had been previously confided to the Secre
I Nothing impor
The Duke of Wellington, it is said, had Advertiser and, so as to read, that the Port subject to the next legislature.
Congress at the 1
A bill establishing the Alfred Academy, ter of H. and Bourne of K. opposed it and tary of State agreeably to the provisions of
fully determined on some measures of con land Advertiser and Gazette of Maine be
the mover and Mr. Clark of H. advocated it.
cession to the Catholics, and a member of the State Paper. Sent down for concurrence. was read twice and to-morrow at 10 o’clock Fhe motion to commit was not sustained. the Constitution.
We omit cur usui
Petition of Reuben Buck came up recom assigned for a third reading.
The Register'^ the book in which the ex
the Royal family, personally hostile to their
The
question
on
the
passage
of
the
Resolve
proceedings this
isting Governor and Council keep their pro
emancipation, had expressed his 'disposition mitted, for concurrence and the Senate con
was then put, and opposed by Messrs. Smith ceedings—when it is made up and their term
Proceedings of tl
to place confidence in such measures as the curred.
SATURDAY, JAN. 17.
nfNobleboro’ and Hodgman’ of W. and ad expires,it becomes a Record of “all their
fnore acceptable
Duke might recommend,
Ordered,' Thatlhe Secretary of ■ State be vocated by Mr. Adaffis of P. and Bourne of K. official acts and proceedings” and is to be
TUESDAY, JAN. 20
Russia and Turkey.—We find in the ex
Mr. Currier of W. moved that the Resolve “ carefully kept and preserved” by the Sec
directed to lay before the House the returns
Order of the House, that the committee from the several towns as directed by the be amended by striking out “ Portland Ad retary of State.
I Massachuset
tracts given by the Salem Giizette, nothing
later from the seat of war. The London on the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into last Legislature relative to the highway vertiser and Gazette of Maine,” and the
tentatives on the
Your Committee cannot entertain a doubt
Courier of Nov. 11, speaks in the highest the expediency of altering the law concern taxes.
“ Free Press and Patriot” be inserted ; not that as the constitution authorizes this House
Nathaniel Sili
terms of the energy and ability of the. 'furk ing Parishes, was read and passed in concur
Bill to incorporate Alfred Academy was sustained, when the resolve passed, Yeas 79, to call for this Register, the Governor is
.
gress of the U.S. I
ish Sultan. It says, the. standard of Maho rence.
read a third time, and on motion, Ordered Nays 51.
obliged to send it—for otherwise the clause
Leave for a resolve in favor of the town of to be laid on the table.
met was never waved over the heal of a
K March next, in
in
the
constitution
would
be
utterly
inopera

Prince more capable of defending it. Whilst Hollis—leave to withdraw on the petitions of
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh of B.
tive, giving them the power to demand aM
ite.
Vve insert, below, the messages of the him to refuse.
it remains outside the walls of the capital, Samuel Mason and others—of Andrew N.
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju
he cannot visit Constantinople even incog Stover and als. Read and accepted, sent diciary be instructed to inquire into expedi Governor and the report of the Committee
1 he framers of the Constitution were
j Mr. Webster, c
But the greatest tranquillity prevails in every down tor concurrence.
ency of passing a law relative to tresspasses in relation to the Register’and Records of the aware that the time might come when it
On motion of Mr. Hilton,
part of it. The most remarkable change pro
committed by civil officers in the perform
seat in the U.S.S
Council. Our readers having the whole sub would be unsafe to trust to copies and conse
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju ance of their duty.
duced by the Sultan is i.i the composition and
Ellis, of Miss, is i
quently authorized a demand ofthe Register
diciary
be
instructed
to
inquire
into
the
ex

discipline of the army. The European mode
Mr. Holmes of A. tendered the following to ject before them can judge for themselves.
itself
We
therefore
charitably
hope
that
lodgings.
of tactics, the new exercise as it is called, pediency of authorizing school districts to the Speaker of the House,
the principles advanced in the message of
GOVERNOR’S MESSAGES.
has become extremely popular. The Sul raise a sum of money not exceeding 40 cents
the
8th
were
retracted
in
that
of
the
9th
up*
STATE OF MAINE.
REVOLUTK
tan’s camp at Ramis-Tchiflick defends the for-each inhabitant of the district in addition
To the House of Representatives. As an on a full conviction that those principles
House ok Representatives, ?
capita! on the north west’; the Seraskier,. at to the sum raised at any town meeting under
The
following L
were
wrong.
apology fqr omitting to comply immediately
Tpi 17, 1829.3
Hand Pacha, protects it on the south. The “ the Act to provide tor the Education of
Your committee have examined “ the acts
l»f War is import;
with your requisition, I take the liberty of
greatest activity prevails in the dock yards : Youth.” Sent down for concurrence.
Io the Speaker of the House of Representa offering this communication, with the dispo and proceedings” of the Governor and Coun
! lotion. Many, we
Petition of the Directors of the Maine
and by the accession of the Egyptian’ fleet,
tives.
sition to submit to your direction, but with cil ofthe last year, as recorded on the Regis
¡j 1 pension who hai
which is expected at Constantinople, it is Stage Company was referred to the commit
ter,
and
they
notice
the
errors
they
have
dis

Havingbeen notified by the Secretary of the belief that the reasons I shall tender will
hoped that the Turks may again have a tee on the judiciary in concurrence.
[ Without effect.
State that I am elected a Senator in the Con justify my course. You have ordered me to covered not so much to censure them as to
strong naval force in the Black sea. In none
Dei
gress
of the United Statesand having receiv be requested to lav before you the Register prevent the r repetition.
of the articles from Turkey do we hear a
WEDNESDAY;, JAN. 21.
The Register is contained in two books or
note breathed for peace.
Returns.of highway taxes made to the Sec ed the certificate of my appointment from in which is recorded, the resolution and ad- volumes, the one intended for appointments
(. Sir : The pres»
A Vienna article of Oct. 29, states that.the retary of State, in pursuance of a resolve of the Governor, I now resign my seat as a ■ ice of Council which embraces the whole and the other, transactions ofthe Executive
I regard to the a
period of our political existence as a separate
Imperial Guards have been ordered to repass February last, came up referred to the com Representative in this House.
jnder the law. of h
Entertaining.fhe most grateful feelings to- State. It is principally on constitutional ob Department. Yet on this last they discover
the Danube—that the Russian infantry has mittee on I urnpikes See. for concurrence,
| fy a person froi
wa t d s t h e Lègi s! at ure an d e speci al I y to w ai ds jections that I refer to your wisdom the opin several appointments under acts or resolves
suffered severely, but that the cavalry is in and the Senate concurred.
of the Legislature. Thev are of opinion that
leemed to be une<
fine condition; If it be true that the Guards . Bill was reported on the petition of the the members of this House, with whom I ions now most respectfully presented in re
executive appointments should appear
prent classes oi
have received orders to repass the Danube, Maine Stage Company. Read once and to have for a short time been so happily associ ply to your Message ; yet it may be permit all
on the same book and in chronological order.
ÿhich inequality,
there will be pt) serious operations this year morrow 11 o’clock assigned for a second ated, I now bid you and the House c.f Repre ted to add some incidental views.
It does not appear except in few instances,
The documents, a copy of which, if a suf
leteafter be obsei
sentatives. a respectful and affectionate
on the Adrianople road.—-Some of the Am reading.
I .TSe object of tl
*
JOHN HOLMES.
ficient number of Clerks can be engaged to waetlier the Counsellor-non-concurring,‘ dis
bassadors who were at Odessa will proceed
Leave to withdraw was reported on the adieu. ’
sented,
or
were
silent.
It
is
not
to
be
suppo

| hr the absolute w
On motion of Mr. Powers of S.
make it shall be furnished, are open and it is
to Petersburg ; others are returning to their petition of the Selectmen of Edgecomb and
hions.soldier of
Ordered, That notice be given to the believed ought always to be open to the in sed taat.honourable Counsellors would shrink
respective Courts. The activity of military v\ est port ; of Andrew N. Stoverand al ; on
from giving their opinions, and it is therefore*
Highest rate of pei
movements may, during the winter, be suc an order of Jan. 14, on the subject of further town of Alfred to' elect a representative from spection of every citizen in the Secretary’s presumed
that
this
is
a
defect
in
the
register
office.
smallest sum that
ceeded by the activity of diplomatic opera provisions relating to the removal of school said town in the lieu of John Holmes who
Another peculiarity appears on this reg-’
|npport to an i
has resigned his -seat.
T hey ought also to be subject to the ex
tions.
houses, that legislation is inexpedient. Read
ister. It is scarcely probable that during the
!
tith this principb
amination
of
the
Senate
as
well
as
of
the
The intelligence received here from and accepted, sent down for concurrence.
House of Representatives, but they cannot last political year no nomination made by the
| leen adopted by
MONDAY,Jan. 19.
Smyrna, that Constantinople remained quiet
Order of the House that the cornmittee on
Governor was rejected by the Council, un
| fereby continuée
A communication from th’e Secretary of be if removed.
after the news of the fall of Varna, is con the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into
A record is also a sacred article of official less we suppose that the Governor by a pre
: »hole property of
firmed.
the expediency of altering, modifying or re State in reply to a call’ for the returns made property
in every department of the gov vious consultation with council, yielded in ef
learly or fixed in<
The Augsburg Gazette contains the fol pealing an act entitled “An Act for the sup relative to highway taxes accompanied with
ûr life, bequest, r
,
. ernment, and should be preserved under the fect. the right of nomination. V The resolu
lowing article: “ Notwithstanding the suc port and regulation of Mills,” was read and the returns.
! f any other incur
The report bf the commissioners appoint ix'SpohsibUity of its elected conservators and tions and advice of Council” in rejecting a
cess of the Russians at Varna, the personal passed in concurrencé,
nomination ought as much to be recorded as
Avertible into c;
ed to examine Banks was laid before the guardians.
situation of the Emperor is extremely per
An original record from which character those confirming it—yet no rejection appears
House.
privedofa pensioi
plexing. A discovery is said to have been
Petitions of sundry persons praying that and public duty receive their testimony, in on the register. If however there has been
exceed the I
made of a new organization of secret societies HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
i Iler.
the Judge of Probate may be authorized to all nations and under any government, even such a coincidence of opinion between the
in the army. For every five regiments
Governor
and
Council
as
appears
on
the
regTUESDAY, JAN. 13.
of
the
utmost
despotism
has
been
considered
In
addition
to w’
direct
the
salé
of
real
estate
belonging
to
mi

there is a committee, and those ofthe active
On motion of Mr. Smith of N.
as in the hands of those whose station requi ,STi’-thu obiect5on falls to the ground.
nors in certain cases.
^'responding in ■
army correspond with the committees of
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju
1 Ins House has nx> constitutional controul
red its preservation, that is to say of the del
I fished; 2. Wh
On motion of Mr. Bryant of F.,
the troops .in the interior. It is even assert
Ordered, 'That the Judiciary Committee egates whose opinions it contains, and whose over the pay roll of the Council unless it is
' Vconsistsinmom
ed that the return of the monarch to his cap-1 diciary be directed to inquire into the expe
recorded
m
the
register.
A
particular
ac

diency
of
fixing
by
law
the
fees
or
compensa

'
consider the expediency of passing an Act acts it attests; .
nch other proper
ital is not without danger. The object ofthe I
1 he Council has occasion every day to use count of the attendance and travel of each
invert into mone
conspirators is said to be to call the .Grand tions! Executors, Administrators, Guardi additional relative to the collection of taxes.
member
is
what
the
House
of
Representa

Êpnveilimofthe
In ConvenTîon.—Messrs. Washburn and its record and cannot fulfil its own duties
Duke Constantine to the throne.. Much ans,and Commissioners of insolvency and of
without having'the opportunity to refer to tives, hclding the purse strings, ought to ex*
i Wly proceeds, e
discontent prevails among the officers and witnesses attending Courts of Probate, of Huntoon were qualified as Counsellors.
partition
of
dower
—
also,
regulating
the
pow

1
he
pay
vol!
is
not
recorded.
the
precedents
there
inscribed!
Petition of Israel Waterhouse ' and others,
privates, who expected to march straight to
|
its total vg
When nominations for ' re-appointment
In addition to these observations it is sub
Constantinople and share the spoils of that, er of Judges of Probate.to make allowance to that the Maine Stage Çompany may be al
l^ntofatuR p{
are
made,
they
should
so
appear
on
th*widows
out
of
the
Estate
of
persons
dying
mitted
that
?he
constitution
never
intended
lowed to hold a larger amount or real estate
wealthy city.”
i : 3-When the apt
insolvent.
■ than is allowed by their present charter.
the sub.mis.sion. of the recordsofa department ister, anu tae time that the com./nissffin of
fd consists of botl
the
officer
would.or
did
ex-fire
shou?H
tS
Portugal.-— The troubles of this distracted
On motion of Mr. Smith of Newfield.
to
transportation.
If
you
shall
conclude
that
Mr. Emerson of Y, was appointed a mem
h.pension, unless
country appear to be thickening. The
Ordered, That Messrs Smith of N. VVhijte ber of the committee on the Judiciary in the the volumes of copies, the original of which noted—otherwise, it might happen tha?thi
PWfiting |)y
north begins to swarm with Constitutional of S. and Wilson of E. be a committee to room of Mr. Holmes résignée!.
are at every moment unlocked and which Governor and Council would snake’ aonoint0
IWittoafuli ye
oTn
guerillas, and their force increases daily. take into consideration the subject of fixing
every citizen may revise at any time, are not
On motion of Mr. Shapiéigli.of B.
As the Pension I
It is even thought that they will be able to the terms pf service and limiting the com
^u.cb a Perpetuation
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju sufficiently public, your intimation that the of office wo«'! 4 nA
f.Predicated on;
make themselves masters of Oporto. If pensation of the several officers whose terms diciary be instructed to consider the expedi-. originals are demanded will leave to me no
aS P"”'c>0“s
"»«Id be
pfthe Gover
Don Miguel determines to send a force of service are not defined by the constitution ency of altering the law .relating to Pensions,. wish but that of obeying your will; the diffi
’ |a.gratuitous pro
against the guerillas in the north, the gueril with leave to report by bill’or otherwise. ‘
culty of a compliance with your resolution
rePTts
landing committees,
F individuals, ft
las in Alentejo will have time to organize
ha\ ing arisen from -the consideration that our nave been made and accepted by the Coun
TUESDAY, JAN. 20.
i ^regulations wil
themselves and to establish a plan of co-oper
WE D'NE SDAY, JAN. 14.
own original records might or might not be cil and approved by the Governor, it appear^
; KMntheir
Petition of the Stockholders of the Water
ation with the malcontents in the Capital.
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju ville Bank for a reduction of their capital equally the property of a co-ordinate depart n various instances that a minority on?y of
P° obtain the b
diciary.be instructed to consider the expe stock read and Committed to the standing ment as of another proposing to take from the Conned has consented to the procedure
&"s?salatio
As the disbursement of the public money1»
us their use.
diency
of
passing
a
la\v
authorizing
individu

Carthagena dates to Dec. 18 have been re
committee on Hanks; of John Richards for
I
fen re]
chiefly under the control of the Governor and
Not
interpreting
your
order
as
one
requi

als
to
associate
tor
the
purpose
of
purchasing
change of name.
ceived at New-York.. New. troubles had
i Wtions, a new <
Council, it seems extraordinary that such an
ring
that
Council
shall
be
indefinitely
depri

land
for
a
Burying,.
Ground
with
power
to
broken out in Popayan, supposed to be ram regulate thé;same.
Petition of the Trustees of Limerick Acad ved of the use of its documents as far as the error should have been tolerated.
ifications of the late conspiracy. Santander,
emy for aid, referred to Messrs. Sanborn, of Record contains them, as in many instances
2?« We
it moreover appears that in the appoint
The
order
laid-on
the
table
yesterday
rel
while making arrangements for a passage in
L. Hunt of A. and Latham, of G.; of the it does exclusively, as many persons as can ments ofthe 19th November 1828, only three
W s prove hi
an English brig, was by an order from Bogo ative tothe State Printing, 'was withdrawn 1'rustees of .Buxton Academy for aid.
Wie8pgctful|.
Council, Messrs. Dunn, Fuller and
be engaged m the service will-be immediate
and’ai substitute presented-and ordered to lie
ta arrested and thrown into prison at Boca on
On motion of Mr. Boutellc, of W.
Affiodj have recorded their consent Such
the table.’
ly employed to fulfil the duty required
Chica Dec. 12. Bolivar left Bogota Nov. 30,
OrdeYeil, 1 hdt the committee on the Judi
!fPe’T'tteR might lead to question!
-, p.L.EDwA
A resolve in favor of Seth Spring was com ciary be instructed to inquire into the expe
r,
ENOCH LINCOLN.
in order to suppress the troubles in Popayan.
of the right ofthe officers to officiate under
Council Chamber,
?
I' fcinF
mitted to the committee bn Turnpikes, ike. diency of altering, modifying or repealing an
-Portland, Jan. Stii, 1829. $
l i>ate r“uI?5'.SS'0I1S: and PerhaP3 t0
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n of the State prescrit
™ and advice of Com‘'
m a Register, and sit,
agreeing thereto, wliij
”• by either House oft
my Counsellor mal, e„:
ressolnttonofthemijoJ
irowdesthat. theSeewi
t ep and preserve the A,
tialacts of the Gorai
leant! House of RepreJ
requested lay the saW
Of.the Legislature.”
the 7th inst. ordered tfe
equested to Jay this Re®
the Governor on the |
he 9th consented; anti!
with the Records whici
ily confided to the Secre
:ably to the provisions e

the book in which the®
nd Council keep their dk
is made up and their ten
s a Record of " all the
iroceedings” and istoh
id preserved” by the Set

• cannot entertain a doub
tion authorizes this Hous
Register, the Governor!
-for otherwise the clans
would be utterly inopen
he power to demandai
the .Constitution wen
me might come when!
trust to copies and const
a demand of the Resists
ore charitably hope ths
need in the messaged
:ted in that of the 9th tip
on that those principle
have examined “ the act
t’ the Governor and Cow
as recorded on the Regis
the errors they have dis
ch to censure them asti
ition.
lontained in two books»!
tended for appointment
suctions of the Executive
in this last they discova
ts under acts or resolves
.They are of opinion that
jintments should appear
id in chronological order
r except in few instances
’Ilor non-concurring,’-dii
nt. It is not to be supptfCounsellors would sbrini
inions, and it is therefore
s a defect in the register,
ity appears on this reg
probable that during the
nomination made by th
ted by the Council, uht the Governor by a preth council, yielded,inefnination.
The résolu' Council” in rejecting!
much to be recorded,as
-yet no rejection appears
lowever there has been
of opinion between the
rii as appears on the regalls to the ground.
) constitutional controlli
the Council unless it is
st er. A particular acmce and travel of each
2 House of Representa-se strings, ought to ex*
1 is not recorded.
s for ' re-appointment
id so appear on tbc reg
that the conyinissinn of
• did expire, should be
might happen, that the
il would make appointifler their own political
Such a perpetuation
»ernicious as it woijld be

standing committee!accepted by the Connhe Governor, it appears
lat a minority only or
ented to the proceda^
of the public rnon,eyK
rol of the Governor and
’aordinary that siich an
ni tolerated.
, '
rs that in the appointember 1828, only three
srs. Dunn, Fuller and
I their consent Such
night lead to question^
;ers to officiate under
id perhaps to unions

Another palpable and extraordinary error•
could not well escape the notice of your com■
mittee.-—Henry W. Fuller was on the 26th
June commissioned as Judge of Probate for.
the county of Kennebec. Upon an examina.
tion of the register it appears that Messrs..
Thayer, Whitney, Fuller and Hutchings
have recorded .their consent, and Messrs.‘
Wood, Dunn, Pifsbury, Thayer, Fuller and
Pilsbury, their ffessnZ. From seven Coun
sellors only, we have four consenting and six
dissenting. It is perhaps less difficult to
conjecture how the error happened, than to
determine how it can be corrected, as the
Counsellors who committed it are not now in
office.
It is submitted to the wisdom of the Legis
lature, that when appointments appear to
have been made contrary to the provisions of
the constitution, whether Legislation can
correct the error or cure the defect.
The committee refer to the communica
tion of the Secretary, intended to be explana
tory of the last mentioned error.
JOHN HOLM ES, per order.

The following are the remarks of MrJ
Holmes, on tendering the resignation of his j

a

n
x
¿z. rrmrV
^Ure fOr ^6 II 'CH.

At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred
s&at in the House of Representatives, on Sat- rglHIS filthy and infectious disorder, be it
^^n(i/or tfderCouvty °f Y°rk. on thè
-ffi.
ever
so
inveterate,
may
be
cured
in
urday last.
At a Court ofProbate held at Alfred, within first Tuesday of January, in the year of
one hour s application, by the use of
our Lord eighteen hundred and Iw^ntJand for the County of York, on the first
Mr. Speaker:—Having been notified of
DUMFRIES ÔlÿTMENT..
by fJie Hon- WILLIAM A. HAYES
/ uesetay of January, in the year of our
of Senator in the Congress
Judge of said Court :
J^ord eighteen hundred and twenty-nix^ bit
tiof t ^initie?-SUte^ 11 becornes necessary
It is unrivalled for the pleasantness, ease
tne Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES gF|N the petition of Napthali Chadhat I should immediately resign my seat in expedition, safety and certainly, with which
Judge of said Court:
bourn, guardian of Samuel Chadbourn
this house and repair to the Jost assigned it produces a perfect cure of this disease.
d?
^lth Jile.asure mingled with 1 he ointment is known to be so certain and W^ANIEL HANLON, named Executor a person non compos mentis, representing
that the personal estate of his said ward is
in which 1 expeditious in its operation, as to effect a -“-r ’7 a certain instrument purporting to
have been with you, I have formed associa cure in one hour’s application only ' without Ire the last will and testament of Daniel not sufficient to pay the.just debts which he
tionsand friendships which will longbe rec- any hazard of taking cold, as the composition Hanson, late of Lebanon, in said county, owes for his support and maintenance by the
°1Iected. Having _ been absent from this does not contain the least particle of mercu i eoman, deceased, having presented tlie sum of one hundred and seventy dollars and
ninety-seven cents, and praying for a license
at.Een ,succeTss!Ve sessions of Congress, ry, or any other dangerous ingredient ; it same for probate:
befote the last, I have become almost a may be applied with perfect safety in the
ORDERED,—That the said executor to sell and convey so much of the real estate
stranger to tne people here and it hence state of pregnancy, and even to children at’ give notice to all persons interested, bv caus or his said ward as may be necessary for the
ing a copy of this order to be published paX’2TvT-if4aAd dSts andincidental charges;
woulu not be surprising, if they had formed the breast.
E
1 hat lhe Petitioner give no
Price 37 J cents a box—with ample direc three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
erroneous impressions of me and I of many of
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they tice thereof to all persons interested in said
r •
Jllis short period of familiar and tions.
rnendly intercourse has, I trust, done much ™ï**?r^pared £om the origi«al Recipe may appear at a Probate Ctairt to be held at estate by causing a copy of this order to be
to wipe, away such impressions and that we MS. of the late Dr. W^. T. Conway, by T. bouth-Berwick, in said county, on the first published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
KIDDER, his immediate successor and the Monoay of February next, at ten of the in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
snail now understand each other better.
1 hold it to be due to the.electors to fully un sole proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any successively, that they may appear at a Pro
derstand the principles of the candidate, and 1 the other Conway Medicines) at his Count «.hey have, why the said instrument should bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick in
Explanatory Letter of the Secretary of State. regretted that no occasion was afforded me ing Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner not be proved, approved, and allowed as the said county, on the first Monday in Februàrv
to disclose mine. No man has a right to of Hanover-stpeet, and at retail by his spe last wul and testament of the said deceased. next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
STATE OF MAINE.
snew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
conceal the principles vyhich he entertains, cial appointment by
Office of Secretary of State,?
ot said petition should not be granted.
A true copy—Attest,
adverse to those of the electors—nor has
Portland, January 12. 1829. 5
JOHjV LILLIE^ Kennebunk, and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The undersigned Secretary of State here ne a nght to ¿epart from the great leading
JAMES D. DOWMiMG,
A
true Copy—Attest,
°
Jan. 17. .
by certifies, that the Record of the proceed political principles upon which he was elect
t
G
utter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk-Port.
ings of the Council, in relation to Executive ed, without resigning his office. These are
.bin 17
’
o
*^*None genuine without the written sig ■At-a. Court of Probate held at Alfred,
"appointments, contained in the register, un maxims which 1 intend to ooserve and keep,
1 presume that there is not expected from nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside print
wilhrn and for the County of York,
on
the
der date of the twenty sixth day of June last,
J. ui ii,. un tue
,
a copj’ of which is hereunto annexed, was me a steady detailed opposition to the meas ed wrapper.
first Tuesday of January, in
the year of
made up under his direction, entire day of ures of the new administration, for it is not
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentythe date thereof and signed, at the time, by to be anticipated that any administration will
HE buosenbers havmg been appointed
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
the members of the Council, in his presence : be so universally bad, that none of its measures
by the Hon. William A. Hates,
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
-—1 hat in the case ot the appointment of should be approved, though they were pure
Judge qf Probate for the County of York
HE
Subscriber
has
on
hand
a
few
Henry W. Fuller, as Judge of Probate for the as the angels. But as this State has not indi
ITW^ILLIAM PERKINS, Jr. named Ex- Commissioners to receive and examine the
hundred bushels
"county of Kennebec, Messrs. Thaver, Whit cated its confidence in the President ele^t it
w w
ecutor in a certain instrument nur- claims of the creditors to the estate of
ney, Fuller and Hutchings, advised and con will expect from its agents a strict and care
Sng t%be,the last wiH
testament of
BENJAMIN COES,
WHEAT
RYE,
William
Perkins, late of Wells, in said coun late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma
sented to the appointment, and signed such ful examination of his measures.- It shall be in good orders which he offers for Sale on
advice and consent accordingly ; and that my determination to approve what I am reasonable terms.
ty, yeoman, deceased, having presented the ker, represented insolvent, and the term of
>
same for probate:
Messrs. Wood, Dunn and Pilsbury dissented convinced
'
is t ight and firmly and indepen
six months being allowed said creditors to
.•.ALSO.-._ ORDERED-— I bat the said executor bring m and prove their claims ; we.there
from the appointment and signed such dis- dently
;
resist and condemn what I honestly
7 A. Farm, containing about 70 acres of good give notice to all persons interested by fore give notice that we will attend that ser
sent accordingly ; that the names of
'believe to be wrong.
“ JONATHAN THAYER,”
In fulfilling the duties you have assigned land, near the village of Sanford.
causing a copy of this order to be published vice at the Custom house room, in said Kenc
, t
ELISHA ALLEN.
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk nebunK-port, on the last Satuiday of this
“ EDWARD FULLER,”
'•pj, I shall primarily look to the interest of
Sanford,
Jan.
22,
1829.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they month and the five succeeding months from
T. PILSBURY,” which appear at the Maine and shall chiefly regard her com
close of. the proceedings of said day, and un- merce
1
and as intimately connected with it
may appear at a Probate Court to be held one to six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
NOTICE.
long neglected claims of many of her citi
«
th"Ler,vJci’ in said county, on the
der the dissent aforesaid, were placed upon the
*
GEO. WHEELWRIGHT,? CommisHE subscriber requests all persons in hist Monday of February next, at ten of the
the record after the same was made up, and zens
:
for French spoliation and especially her
GLIVER BOURNE.
5 stoners.
debted to him either by Note or Ac clock in the forenodn, and shew cause, if any
as the undersigned has reason to believe by disputed
!
boundary—with which I
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 14,1829.
mistake.
Ihave spare acquaintance.
count, to, call, settle and pay the same prior
they have, why the said instrument should
It willpromote all these and other interests Jo the first of March next.—All who neglect not be proved, approved, and allowed as the
AMOS NICHOLS, Secr’y of State.
to keep up a free and unreserved correspon this Notice beyond the time Specified may last Will and testament of the said deceased.
dence. When I err, murmur not at it in be assured, that their accountsand notes will Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The following is the iist of books recom_
A true copy—Attest,
secret, but frankly tell me—instruct and en oe lodged in the hands of an Attorney for
mendeq
by the Superintending School Com
collection.
JOTHAM
PERKINS.
Jan 17 WM‘ Cutter Allen> Register.
courage me by your advice. This is neces
mittee of thistown, viz :
Kennebunk, January 22, 1829.
sary not tor ourselves merely, but for the
New York Primer,
people, xGiqm we in different capacities rep
At a Court of P robate holden at Alfred, within
Hon John Holmes, U. S. Senator, passed resent. Friendly and free communications
Cole’s Spelling Book,
andfor the County of York, on- the first
through thistown on Tuesday morning fast, with all, but especially with those who have
Easy Reader,
Tuesday of January, in the year of our
reposed in me this exalted trust, is what I
T Kennebunk-Landing, on the road be
on his way to the Seat of Government.
Child’s Assistant, '
ask and expect.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty fiine,
tween the house of Capt. Adam McCul
Literary & Scientific Reader,
I leave you in the confidence that the in
loch and the store of G. & I. Lord, 2 gold by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
Nothing important had been transacted in terests and welfare of this state here are
New Testament,
watch seals, 1 gold key, 1 do. ring and part
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
“Congress at the last dates from Washington. safely intrusted to men of talents and exper of a gold chain.
Alger’s Murray’s Grammar,
; ■
N- the petition of-Mary Kenney, widow
We omit our usual journal of Congressional ience and that their deliberations will be di
Adams’ Geography,
Any person finding the above will be gen
of Ambrose Kenney, late of Lebanon
rected with a single eye to the rights, liber
proceedings this week, believing that the ties and prosperitity of the people. And erously rewarded on leaving them at the
Robinson’s Elements,
in
said
county.
Yeoman,
deceased,
praying
store of George Sc Ivory Lord,
Colburn’s Arithmetics,
for an allowance out of the personal estate of
proceedings of the State Legislature will be may that Being who holds the balance of
Kennebunk, Jan. 22, 1829.
said deceased:
eternal justice, who holds the stars in his
Walsh’s Arithmetic.
more acceptable to our readers.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
own mighty hand and walks in the midst of
HE subscriber, having been chosen
The committee are authorized to say that
his golden candlesticks be to you a cloud by
notice
thereof
to
all
persons
interested
in
[nominal] Treasurer of the
Massachusetts.—The house of Repre day and a pillar of fire by night to guide you
these books, and no others, are to be used in
Kennebunk Manufacturing Gompapy,said qstate, by causing a copy of this order the schools under their care : sensible, how
sentatives on the 15th Inst. re-elected Hon. m the path of righteousness and truth.
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
ever,
that, in consequence of the frequent
at thei»non,nal meetihg
th« second day of printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
Nathaniel Silsbee, a Senator in the Con
changes which have been made with regard
June,
1828,
hereby
gives
public
notice,
pursu
weeks
successively,
that
they
may
appear
at
gress of the U. S.for six years from the fourth Extract ofa letter dated Washington, Jan.XX.
ant to law, that at a meeting of said Compa a Probate Court to be holden at South-Ber to books to be, used in the Schools, a strict
bf March next, in concurrence with the Sen
“ I learn that a becoming respect for the ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, it was wick, m said county, on the first Monday in adherence to this rule would cause much ex
recent melancholy affliction of the President voted, “ that an assessment or instalment of February next, at ten of the clock in the pense and inconvenience, they have voted
ate.
elect, has induced Mrs. Adams to suspend Jive per cent, be laid and raised on each share, forenoon, and shew cause, if ¿my they have that if any scholar is provided with school
to be paid into the Treasury, within thirty why the prayer of said petition should not be books which have been approved bv any
Mr. Webster, of Massachusetts, took his music and dancing in the drawing room.’’
former committee, they may be retained,
Nat.
Gaz.
days.
And at said annual meeting, it was granted.
seat in the U. S. Senate on the 5th inst. Mr.
i hey view it, however, as a great evil in our
voted, “ that said assessment be called for Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
schools that there should be such a variety
Ellis, of Miss, is confined by sickness to his
A true copy—Attest,
Bevolutionarjj Cfficers.-A correspondent and paid to the Treasurer, at such time as
of books in use, and while they feel desirous
lodgings.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser, states the Directors may order.” But no order
of making as few changes as possib’e, their
Jan. 17.
that there are but 26 Revolutionary Officers has been given by the Directors for the pay
wish is, to have the best books in the several
living, 5 Colonels, 3 Lieut. Colonels and 18 ment thereof; nor has the said assessment,
REVOLUTIONARY pensions.
branches of school-education used by the
Majors.
or any part thereof ever been paid in to the At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, Scholars.
They "would, therefore, urge p
The following Letter from the Secretary
1 reasurer.
within and for the County of York, on
upon those who send children to the public
of War is important to Soldiers of the Revo
.
c.
a
P
lta3
stock
of
said
Company
con

thefirst Tuesday of January, in the year schools, to provide them with suitable books
HÏMBWHÂE,.
sisted of real estate valued at $H,000—Malution. Many, we conceive, will now obtain
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty3 le above 31st' 341e exertions of e * en
chmery
valued
at
$14,000
—
Goods
valued
at
a pension who have heretofore applied for it
MARRIED—In Ycfl'k, 15th inst. by the
nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. the best teachers are often rendered of little
about
$3,000
besides
a
number
of
other
ar

Rev. Mr. Duncan, Mr. Josiah Thompson,
without effect.
avail by neglect in this particular.
HAYES, Judge of said Court;
Jun. to Miss Alzira Kingsbury, both of ticles ; all purchased upon credit. For which
Those persons who may wish to kees
Department of War, 7
and other debts incurred by the Company? ON the petition of Patience Gile, adYork.
School, are required by the laws of this State,
December 26th, 1828. V
suits
have
been
brought
by
the
creditors,
and
In Brunswick, Mr. Gideon Owen to Miss
mmistratrix of the estate of Ephraim to obtam a certificate from the School Com
, Sir : The present practice'of your office,
the whole property of skid Company real
in regard to the amount of pronerty which’ Elizabeth Campbell.-Mr. Wm. E. Campbell and personal has been sold at auction for the G/Ze, late of Newfield, in said county de mittee, that they are qualified to teach those
ceased, representing that the personal estate
under the law of May 1st, 1820, shall disqual to Miss Catharine A.,Stanwood.
benefit of the creditors, and the proceeds has ot said deceased is not sufficient to pay the branches of education usually taught in our
ify a person from receiving a pension, is
been greatly insufficient to satisfy them all. just debts which fie owed at the time of his public Schools. This certificate is valid only
deemed to be unequal in its operation on dif
cbxtwam.
bo that toe Company has become Insol- death by the sum of four hundred and during the time the Committee by whom it
was given remain in office ; if therefore any
ferent classes of applicants: To correct
DANIEL SEW ALL.
seventy-two dollars and twenty-six cents person who has hitherto kept School within
which inequality, the following rules will
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, 1828.
DIED— xn Shapleigh, 7th inst. Mr. Wil
and
praying
for
a
license
to
sell
and
convey
the limits of the town is desirous of taking a.
hereafter be observed.
liam 1 hompson, aged 85. Mr. T. was one
so much of the real estate of said deceased School again, he must apply for a renewal
The object of the.pension law is to provide of the first settlers of that town.
as
may
be
necessary
for
the
payment
of
said
of his certificate.
for the absolute wants of the poor but meri
In Limerick, Cyrus M. child of Mr. Joel
debts and incidental charges :
School-masters will be examined by the
torious Jpldier of the Revolution ; and the Miles aged 6 years.—Mr. Mark Walton, that there is due from the Proprietors of
. ORDERED—1 hat the petitioner give no Committee in the following branches, viz“
highest rate of pension is supposed to be the aged 88.
’
smallest sum that will afford a comfortable „A* Sea’ */th Nov. last, on board barque The Kennebunk Social Library, tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and Reading, Writing, English Grammar, Ge
support to an individual. In accordance I hiletus, of Saco, Mr. George Wm. Frost of for i axes and Fines on their several shares, to all persons interested in said estate by ography and Arithmetic. School-Mistress
causing a copy of this order to be published es will be examined in Reading, Writing
with this principle, the following rule has Saco, aged 22.
prior to the first day of February, 1828, as in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken English Grammer and in the fundamental
been adopted by the Department, and is
The Deaths in Limerick in 1828 were 25 follows, to wit :
3
nebunk. in said county, three weeks success rules of Arithmetic.
hereby continued, viz.: 1st. When the —In Wakefield, N. H. 44.
Share Tax. CJc. ively, that they may appear at a Probate
It is the duty of the Agents appointed inr
whole property of the applicant consists in a t
on the 34th inst- CaPL AMOS
Proprietor's Names.
No.
Court to be holden at Saco, in said county the several districts, to give notice to th©
D. C.
yearly or fixed income, (such as an annuity LINCOLN, aged 75, formerly of Boston, and
Mary F. Wallingford,
5
on
the
first
Monday
in
March
next,
at
ten
of
.
1
34
Committee, of the time when the Schools:
for life, bequest, rent or charge upon lands, uncle of the Governors of Massachusetts and
John Lillie,
11
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if under their charge commence, and when
94
or any other incorporeal right,) which is not Maine.
Samuel Emerson,
13
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
peti

1
44
they are about to close. From want of in
convertible into capital, he shall not be de
John Frost,
tion should not be granted.
16
26
formation on this subject, the Committee
prived of a pension, unless such yearly in
Heirs of Jonas Clark,
26
4
16
A
ttest
,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
are
often prevented from visiting the Schools
come exceed the full yearly pension of a sol
James Burnham,
A true copy—Attest,
33
12
as the law requires.
dier.
Enoch Hardy,
52
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1 50
Per order,
GEO : W. WELLS.
In addition to wliich, the following rules,
Joseph Hatch,
Jan. 17.
58
18
Kennebunk, 8th Jan. 1829.
corresponding in principle, are hereby es
Charles W’. Williams,
59
10
tablished. 2. When the applicant’s properAt a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
Nath’l. H. Fletcher,
68
44
• ty consists in money, stock, houses, lands, or SHIP «a
.SEWS David Little,
h
within and for the County of York, on
FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
28
such other property as he can at pleasure
Benjamin Smith,
.24
40
thefirst Tuesday of January, in the year H|1HE Members of the Kennebunk Eireconvert into money or capital, it shall not
Burleigh Smart,
78
14
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
Society are hereby notified that their'
deprive him of the right of pension, unless its
Edmund Lord,
81
2 79
annual Meeting will be holden at Towle’s
yearly proceeds, estimating them at ten per
ty-nine,
by
the
Honourable
WILLIAM
KEMMEB UNK', JjlNUJlR F 24.
- Daniel Hodsdon,
83
■ 20
Hotel on Tuesday the 27th inst. at 6 o’clock,
cent, oil its total value, shall be equal to the
Abiei Kelly,
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court
84
10
r. M.—A punctual attendance at the above
amount of a full pension.
MEMORANDA.
And unless the said Taxes and Fines are ^T^N the petition of Maria Hemmenway mentioned hour is requested.
3. When the applicant’s property is mixed
administratrix of the estate of Moses
Saco, Jan. 13—Ar. sch. Eagle, Gray, Bos paid before the second day of February next,
JOHN LILLIE, Secretary..
and consists of both species, he shall not lose
together
with intervening charges thereon’ Hemmenway, late of Shapleigh, in said
January 3, 1829.
y
his pension,unless their aggregate income, ton ; 14th, sch. Caspian, Johnson, do.; 15th,
the
said
delinquent
shares
will
be
sold
at
county, deceased, representing that the per
estimating by the preceding rules, shall sch. Norway, Emery 4 do.; 19th sch. Jane,
Public
Auction
at
the
Bookstore
of
James
K.
Leavitt,
Nantucket.
sonal
estate
of
said
deceased
is
not
sufficient
amount to a full yearly pension.
Remich, on the said second day of February to pay the just debts which he owed at the
As the Pension Laws of 1818 and 1820 are
Ar. at Boston, 14th, ship Mordecai, Hill, of
time of his death by the sum of three thou
thou- I
not predicated on any pre-existing engage Saco, St Ubes, Nov. 18th. The crew of the next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
sand and einghty-eight
’ ' dollars
*“*
Pursuant to a vote of said Proprietors.
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.
and ninety
ment of the Government, but were intended M. were much frost bitten.
se7n cents,band praying for a license w
DANIEL SEvVALG, Agent.
to avu
sell
as a gratuitous provision for tire support of
Ar. at Wilmington, 7th inst. sch. Colum
Kennebunk, 13th Jan. 1829.
and convey so much of the real estate of said
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
aged individuals, for the time being, the two bia, Nason, Saco.
Literary and Scientific Clas-s
last regulations will not be considered as ret
The Proprietors of The Kennebunk So deceased, as may be necessary for the pay PgnHE
Sailed from Wilmington, N. C. 3d inst.
J®Book ;
ment of said debts and incidental charges :
rospective in their operation.
brig Cadmus, W hite, of this port, for Porto cial LiBRARr&Yc. hereby notified, that their
ORDERED— That the petitioner give no
To obtain the benefits arising from the Rico.
annual meeting will be held at Towle’s Inn, tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and Classical Reader ; Agricultural Reader ;
VVhelpley ’s Compend of History ;
foregoing regulations, in every case where a
Ar- at Mobile, 24th,ult. ship Eagle, Now on Monday,the second day of February next* to all persons interested in said estate, by Geographies
; Grammars ; Arkhmeticks t
claim has been rejected under the former ell, of this port, from New-Orleans.
at six o’clock in the evening, for the purpose’ causing a copy of this order to be published Spelling Books.
regulations, a new declaration is now deemed
At Havre, Dec. 2d, bark Philetus, Morrill, of choosing Officers for the year ensuing, and m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken And almost.all the popular School Books
essentially necessary, in order to show what of Saco, from Savannah, in quarantine.
tor the transaction ot such other business as nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
in use.
is the present state of the claimant’s proper
may be thought proper.
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
SPOKEN.
ty, and tp prove his identity.
N. B. 1 he books are all to be returned in Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in said A large assortm ent of STa TIOMAR Y.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
4th, off Cape Fear, brig Cadmus, White, to the Library by 2 o’clock in the afternoon
county, on the first Monday in February A great variety of BLANK ACCOUNT
of this port, for Porto Rico.
P. B. POR TER.
of said tlav.
BOOKS.
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
James L. Edwards, Esq. Pension Office.
DANIEL
SEW
ALL,
Clerk.
The chebacco-boat Brothers, from East
saev( cause, if any they have, why the prayer 15,000 Superior Russia Quills.
jan
y
17,
1829.
of said petition should not be granted.
^HPER HAJfGIKGS and BORDERS.
A letter to the N. Y. Evening Post, says, port, anchored off Old Point Comfort, 4th
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
All of which will be sold at prices corres
if the Tea-bill should pass Congress, its op inst. The crew are employed shooting Por
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
A true copy—Attest,
ponding to the scarcity of money, at
eration will be postponed probably to De*c. poises, which are found in great abundance.
Norfolk Beacon. ! Blanks for Sale at this Office.
Ian 17
Allen, Register.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore^
Kennebunk, Jan.. 2, 1829.

Commissioners’ Notice

Wheat & Rye.

T

T

T

School Notice.

liOSt.

A

O

T

Notice is hereby given

School Books, tyc.

List’ of Letters,,

<Government Of the United States,. which
PROBATE 2ÎOTXCWS.
will, of course, consider a responsibility to
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
M3 WMAfH.
rest
somewhere,
for
amount
bf
property
thus
a Court of Probate held at JHjred}
i
(MeJ) January Isi, 1829.
piratically
taken.
]
A. B. C.
within and for the county of York, on the
In the mean time, I have the honor to be,
APT; AMOS BRAGDON, Mrs. Mary
first Tuesday in January, in the year of
Honorable
Sirs,
your
obedient
and
most
1
Bartlett, John K. Bartlett—Miss Han
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyhumble
servant, 8cc.
fOL XX1
nah Coleman, Mrs. Charity Chick.
(Signed,) DAN. TURNER, Commander.
nine, by the Honorable WILLIAM A.
D.
E.
F.
G.
:
To the Hon. Major Haasum, and the Hon.
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Miss Hepzibeth Dunham-Jedediah Gooch,
the Judiciary, &c. &c.
T'fcAVID BOYD, administrator of the es- Hosah Goodwin.
(Copy—No. 5.)
JLP‘ tate of Joseph May-all, late of Ber
H. J. K. L.
Government of St. Bartholomew, ?
wick, in said county, deceased, having pre
William Hefferman, care of Joseph
Gustavia, thè 5th December, 1828. $
sented his first account of administration of Thompson—Dominicus Kimball. Jonathan
I JAMES K’ R
To Capt. Daniel Turner, Commander of the the estate of said deceased for allowance:
Kimball—Jacob Littlefield, G. & I. Lord,
ORDERED—That the said administra John Low Esq. Nathaniel Lond.
United States’ ship Erie, Gustavia Roads.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
Sir—We have just received your letter of tor give notice to all persons interested,
M. N. O. P.
this day stating your regret and surprise at by causing a copy of this order to be publish
SAUL.
Mrs. Huldah Mitchell, Joseph Moody,
ed three weeks successively, in the r tnnecur
determination
not
to
deliver
up
the
Bue

Esq. Hugh McCulloch—Mrs. Olive Pant,
MORN broke—the dazzling glory rolled
nos Ayrean armed schooner Federal, on the bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, m John Peabody, Philip Penny.
And decked Gilboa’s plains with gold ;
said county, that they may appear at;a Pro
grounds
mentioned
in
your
claims
of
yester

There the white camps of Israel lay,
Q. R. S.
an amusing
day : Having added, that you consider the bate Court to be held at South-Berwick, in
Stretching around in long array ;
Simon Ross, J. K. Remich,—Mrs. Hannah
said county, on the first Monday in February
vessel
already
officially
denounced
to
us
as
a
LoftofcoiBic-tragu
The hardy warrior grasps the spear,
piratical one, we think necessary to observe, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and Shute, Daniel Stephens, Cornelius Smith Jr.
Uectofni«ch^r
Unknown to him the coward’s fear;
that from the tenor of your claim, as stated shew cause, if any they have, why the same Benjamin Simpson, Luther C. Stevens.
ft ¿srfabs.^‘7
Correspondence
between
the
Government
The fiery steed in pompous pride
T.
U.
V.
W.
not be allowed.
.
of St. Bartholomew, and Capt. Turner, of in writing we have not been able to conclude should
Stands ready at his master’s side ;
ft ; ft seems that a
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Titcomb & Smith, Tripp 8c Titcomb—Mrs,
Shrilly the martial trumpet sounds,
the U. States’ ship Erie, concerning the that any such denunciation was made.
pa U is learning the
Louis Varney, Timothy Walcott, Miss Mar
A
true
copy
—
A
ttest
,
Your letter of this day, without containing
The echo from the hills resounds ;
Buenos Avrean private armed schr. Feder
. Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tha Wormwood, care of Lewis Wormwood,
ft L bobbins, lace, an
With manly pride all bosoms glow,
al which was subsequently cut out from the any new reasons, has brought a new accusa
C. W. Williams, Charles Wormwood, Joint
Jan. 10.
___________ ,
I se [behi^tbe counter
Already conquered seems the foe.
port of Gustavia, by ‘the boats of the Erie, tion against the Federal, that of “ piracy
in the night between the 5th and 6th of De and we beg you to be assured, that whenever At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, Webber.
establishment of th
you support the same by any proof, we will
But whv does sorrow cloud the brow
cember, 1828.
THE MAILS.
within and for the County of York, on
L young lady, one
most readily co-operate to bring the offen
Of himj—the bravest chieftain now ?
the
first
Tuesday
of
January
,
in
the
year
( vi
(Copy—No. 1.)
The Western Mail will as usual be closed
ders to condign punishment.
Why shrinks he back, at danger’s call,
Jjadnot the least d
o f our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty- at this Office at half past six o’clock in the
United States’ship Erie, at anchor off the
H
That a responsibility for the capture must
Whom nought before could e’er appal ?
nine,
by
the
Honorable
WILLIAM
A.
iflie passion was n
town of Gustavia, St. Bartholomew, 4th rest somewhere, we cannot doubt ; else our
morning, and the Eastern Mail will in future
ft
The fire which once flashed from his eye.
HAYES, Judge of said Cqurt :
Lloc.casions,toavo
Dec. 1828.
resolve would have been materially altered.
be closed at seven o’clock in the morning. A
And brightest blazed when death was nigh
i se
N the petition of Letitia Hall, widow Mail by the way of Dover, N. H. on the Ex
Ireff her veil over h
Though we think you too sanguine in the
Honourable Sir,—In consequence of a
Is quenched. *** *****
ft
of John Hall, late of Alfred, deceas eter and Haverhill rout, will be closed at
¡fofpwofofheratta
communication made to me by Robert Mon anticipation of what will be the opinion of
The arm which stemmed the battle’s Bde
ed,
praying
for
an
allowance
out
of
the
per

to
half past eleven o’clock A. M. each day.
roe Harrison, Esq. accredited agent of the our respective Governments, with regard to
Unnerved hangs heavy at his side.
L Bobbin was free
sonal
estate
of
said
deceased
:
B. PALMER, P. Master.
Î
United States to this Government, stating our refusal to accede to such a claim as that
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
g to different hou
Whose is the step, with impious tread,
that there now is a Buenos Ayrean private contained in your letter of yesterday, we feel tice thereof to all persons interested in said
ft:
[patterns, and on on
That dares approach the silent dead,
LIST OF LETTERS,
armed vessel, the Federal, Capt. lay lor, at too much regard for the Government on estate, by causing a copy of this order to. be
W!
With spells profane, to break the gloom
anchor in tl^s port, which bad taken at sea,,' whose behalf you have addressed us, pot to published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print Remaining in the Post Offce at Kennebunk*
¡duly equipped, wjt
«
That hovers o’er the solemn tomb ?
from on board the American brig Nymph, sign ourselves, with distinguished considera ed in Kennebunk, in Said county, three weeks
Jrni,'and yard stick
Port,
Me.
Dec.
31st,
1829.
’Tis her of Endor at the grave
bi
of Boston, Glidden, master, a quantity of dry tion, sir, your most obedient servants.
successively,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro

jof cane, to the don
Stands cowering, like a fettered slave.
I
ffl
JAMES H. HAASUM,
goods, under the pretext of such goods being
A. B. C. D.
bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in
(Signed)
L G moRSING. .
Israel’s proud monarch ;—where has flown the property of the enemies of the republic
ofhdered. Having!
OHN
ANDREWS
—
Samuel
Buzzell,
said county, on the first Monday in February
That lordly conqueror’s lofty tone ?
Mthethonsandliti
of Buenos Ayres,—as my Government does
Forrest Burnham—Charles Couillard,
VI
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
In deep disguise, what seeks he there ?
not recognize the principle thus attempted
Miss
Mary
Crediford
—
Daniel
Day,
William
,
Vi
ftshments for whicl
THE
EMIGRATING
CREEKS.
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
Why is his brow so marked with care ?
to be established by that of Buenos Ayres,
Dearing, Thomas Dorman, Mrs. Caroline
LITTLE ROCK, (ARK.) NOV. 18,
of
said
petition
should
not
be
granted.
[
o
r
iisclass are so cel
with regard to enemy’s property found on
Davis.
Col. Brearley, the energetic and indefati
Lo ! now the mystic rite, is said,
L goods, replaced
board of neutral vessels,—I, in the name of gable Agent employed by the Government Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
«I
E.
F.
G.
H.
—Attest,
See, now awake to life, the dead :
lift, put forth one
the Government of the United States, and m to conduct the Creek Indians from Georgia A true copy
Eltakim
Edmonds,
Miss
Lucy
M.
Eaton
hi
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Rising from earth, a form appears—
pursuance of instructions therefrom, request to Arkansas, arrived here on Tuesday eve
hence a quadrille, f
Ezra
Fairfield,
Stephen
Fl
etcher--Joseph
tó
Jan.
10.
An aged form, bowed down with years ;
that your Honours will cause the said vessel, ning last from Georgia. He left the land
Gill Patrick, Mrs. Lydia Grant—Josian
li with the most
Reproof with love united seems
ber captain, officers and crew, together with party whom he is conducting about thirty
Hutchins, Mr. ------ Hill, Timothy Ham,
fted to apicture of
While from his eye soft pity beams ;
the goods by her imported, to- be delivered miles north of this place, to pursue thenF fc, and admired it
Amos Hutchins, Mrs.Sarah Huff, Mrs.
Solemn and deep liis accents flow,
to me, for the purpose of being hereafter dis
N
by a nearer route.
E the subscribers having been ap Hellard, Miss Sarah Hanscam.
Announcing death, despair and woe,
posed of as the Government of the United journey
The party which Col. Brearley now has on
tn L”helisped, “ it
pointed by the Hon. William A.
J.K. L. M.
Mortal ! why seekest thou to break
States may direct.
.
the way, consists of something more than
Hayes, Esq. Judge of Probate, &c. for the
James Jacobs, William Jackson—Miss Ab
Death’s awful stillness and awake
b( ntifnl as your vouns
In consideration of the very amicable five hundred souls. Between two hundred
;
Kimball—William Lord—Jacob Mer
Me from my rest ? thy course is run ;
y( •Ma'am, permit m
terms on which our Governments have con and fifty and three hundred are in the land County of York, to receive and examine the igail
Before to-morrow’s setting sun
rill, Mrs. Lucy Murphy.
tinued, I flatter myself that the present re party, who have passed up ; and the remain claims of creditors to the estate of
bt ioh Sunday, Ma’an
Thou and thy sons and hosts shall be
RUFUS NOWELL,
O P. R. S.
quest will not meet with any opposition from der, consisting principally of old men, wo
th dy leisure I have
In death’s embrace, locked fast with me.
late of York, deceased, represented insolv
Joshua Perkins, Daniel Patten—Samuel
your Honours.
Mo is a person of
men, and children, were embarked on board ent,—do hereby give notice that six months Smith, Samuel Smith 2d, Charles Smith,
No more is heard ; approaching fate
In the mean time, I pray your Honours to of boats, at Florence, Alabama, and are,
completely dumb-f
Bears on him, with a dead’ning weight;
w
are
allowed
to
said
creditor&
to
bring
in
and
Timothy
Smith,
Andrew
Stovèr,
Jonathan
accept the assurance of the distinguished re probably, at the mouth of White River by
Like the rent oak, he falls to earth
prove their claims, and that we shall attend Stone, or G. H. Hussey, Miss Mary Smith.
spect and consideration with which I have
?( |t the boy with as1
Cursing the hour that gave him birth.
time.
that service at the dwelling house of Joseph
the honour to be, your Honours’ mostobedi- this
T. U. V. W4
1« feed surprise at sucl
Col. B. had a most favorable time tor Frost, Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon
- ent and humble servant,
Daniel Tripp, John Tarbox, Benja. Tar
ibih was not to be pi
bringing on his emigrants, not a particle of day in March and the last Monday in June,
Like lightning on Gilboa’s fields
B
(Signed) DAN. TURNER, Commander. rain had fallen on them, from their depart
box, George Towns—James Waterhouse.
Flashed helmetsbright and glittering shields;
rfhe lady.. treated
L
6
J. D. DOWNING, P. M.
from one to six o’clock P. M. of said days.
To
the
Hon.
Major
Haasum,
and
the
Hon.
ure from Fort Strother, on the 6th of Octo
The chieftain bold, and humble slave
I alm to be met se.ri
Dated at Eliot, the first day of January,
Justiciary,
&c.
8cc.
See.
ber, until since they passed the Mississippi;
Found there alike an equal grave.
f so btbingasto the ciis|
[No. 2 is simply an acknowledgment of and they have encountered only two or three A.D. 1829.
BETTERS
JOSEPH FROST,
the
receipt
of
Captain
Turner
’
s
letter
by
the
j in be adorer and the a
”Tis night—the strife of battle o’er,
slight rains since. The weather and roads
Remaining in the Post Cfiffe at Berwick,
BENJAMIN ROGERS.
Governor of St. Barts, and that it will be laid continue very fine for travelling, and pres
The trumpets’ sound is heard no more ;
K ihershevras mista.
before the Council of Government without ent appearances justify the belief that it will
Me. Dec. 31, 1829.
But strewed along the gory plain
ff [now only an appre
delay.
Lie, Israels’ bravest heroes slain :
A. B. C.
remain so until the party shall have arrived
W lout ofbistime be si
One form is there—’tis valor’s son,—
(Copy—No. 3.)
at the end of their tedious journey..
HE Subscribers having been appointee »ENJAMIN AUSTIN, Benjamin Abmdthen The lad
His course has sped, his work is done. Y.
As soon as Col. Brearley can dispose of
Government of St. Bartholomew, ’>
by the Hon. William A. Hayes, !l> hot, Louisa Adams, Andrew Austin,—
ft pier; & Bobbin at
Mary E. Buffom, Wentworth Butler, Ebenthe present party, he will return to Georgia ;
Gustavia, the 5th of December, 1828.5
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
¡homeward, yard st
Fox chase extraordinary.—The following To
,
Capt. D. TURNER, Commander of the and we think it not improbable that the im Commissioners to receive and examine the ezer Bursiel, William Brownielie,—Gersham Clements, William Cromwell, Joseph
Fox-chase, which took place in June, 1808,
Ive, laces,lilac:
United States’ ship Erie, Gustavia Roads. providence of the Creeks alluded to above, claims of the creditors of the estate of
will have so far opened their eyes to their
Cooper, Thomas Chadwic.
in the counties of Inverness and Perth, per
di t-and wbat be won
GEORGE
PIOBBS,
S
ir
We
have
in
con
form
ity
with
our
true
situation
and
real
interests,
that
he
will
haps exceeds any thing ever known in the
D. E. F. G.
of yesterday, laid before the Council find the disposition to emigrate much strong late of Berwick, deceased, Trader, represent
w >master-man. Th'
annals of Fox-hunting. On the eighth of that promise
i
Jeremiah Dow, Aaron Downs,—Rosifla
of
Government
your
communication.
In
re

ed
insolvent,
and
the
term
of
six
months
be

a |let-doux to his ad'
er
than
on
any
former
occasion.
We
should
month, near Dunkeld, Pethshire, there were 1
Frost,
John
Frost,
Moses
Foye
—
Francis
’mother—the first
bi
seen on the high road, a fox and a hound, ply we have the honor tb acquaint you, that, not be surprised if two or three thousand ing allowed said Creditors to bring in and Goodwin, Rufus G. Gould, John Gould.
proceeding at a very slow trotting pace. The as the present question regards entirely a should accompany him on his next trip. prove their claims ; we therefore give notice
e eternal, never*en
'ft
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
dog was about the distance of 50 yards behind contested principle, as it appears between Those who have emigrated appear perfectly that we will attend that service at the
Stephen Hubbard, Andrew Horn, Andrew
ppg leave to walk <
the fox : each was so fatigued and spent that the United States and Buenos Ayres, this satisfied with the country ; and the repre dwelling House of Nathaniel Hobbs, Esq. in A. Hussey, Cyrus Hall, William Harvey,
h r daughter. But, t
the latter could not outrun the former, nei Government doesnot consider it to be within sentations which they have made to their Berwick, on the last Saturday of this Month, Nahum Heard—Joseph Knocks—Humphrey
b ik (the one to his ;
ther could the former overtake the latter. its province to decide thereon, particularly countrymen will, no doubt, induce hundreds and the five succeeding Months from one to Lord, Mary Lord, Abigail Lambart.
as
the
privateey
doesnot
appear,
by
the
act
of others willingly to follow them, even if six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
A countryman who observed them in this
â Envelope from the I
in
question,
to
have
infringed
the
Laws
of
M. N. O. P.
^Commissioners
the difficulties and privations which many of' ENOS HOAG.
state, very easily caught the fox by running.
la y, very laconically i
JOSEPH G. GOODWIN. 5 Commissioners.
Richard Miller, Abigail Mason, Joseph
But the fox and the dog were taken to a gen Nations, or the regulations of the Flag under them must encounter at home did not com
tn : whole affair were
which
he
holds
his
commission
;
and
it
will
Mayall
—
Albra
Nason, Frosella Nute—
Berwick,
Deci
4th,
1828.
tleman’s house in the neighborhood, where
pel them to remove.
Overseer of the Poor, Joseph Osbornn iculous, the writer
Col. Brearley left here on Friday last to
thè dog received every mark of hospitality, consequently not be in our powerin the pres
Parks 8c Harris, Sally Prime.
8l ps to chastise h
to which his unwearied pursuit entitled him : ent instance, to accede to the demand you join his party at Point Remove, where they
Q. R S. T. U.
and Reynard was placed in a garden, as a have made, although we entertain the sin will cross the Arkansas. It gives us pleasure
U pbin was now in a
cerest
desire
to
foster
on
every
occasion
the
AKEN
on
Execution
and
will
to state that the Colonel has enjoyed good York, ss.
A. Schwerzig, Ichabod Stacy, Peter Sta
prisoner of war ; but whether from over-fa
s' pped round, and or
sold at Public Vendue, ples, James Steward, Charles T: Savage, Atigue, or from a determination not to outlive amity and good feeling which .so happily ex health on his long and tedious journey; and on Saturday, thebe
thirty-first
day
of
January.
ists
between
our
respective
Governments.
t | .shop—showed ti
that there have been fewer cases of sickness
lonzo Stevens, Absalom Stackpole—Moses
the loss of his liberty, he refused to take any
We avail ourselves of this opportunity to among his emigrants than might have been i.
1829, at one of........................
the clock inthé' afternoon, at Twombly, Ephraim '1 ibbets, Mary Ann
inched in his cob1
sustenance, and the consequence was that he
Peter Frost’s dwelling-house in WaterborWaterbor Taylor. ’
b ly. He called a cc
died Che day following. After the lapse of a renew to you the assurances of the distin expected among so large a number.
*
ough—All the right in equity which Israel
week, the dog seemed quite recovered from guished consideration with which we have
w s held after the she
V. W. X. Y. Z.
the fatigues of the chase ; on, which it was the honor to be Sir your most obedient, hum
A young man, about 25 years of age, calling Day has to redeem the farm on which he now
Hannah Witham, Josiah Watson, 3, Nan
I esident being seate
lives,
situated
in
Waterborough,
8c
is
bounded
determined by the gentleman' to tie a letter ble Servants,
himself Simon M. Sill, has recently com bn land of Adriel Hamilton, Humphrey Clark cy E. Went worth
(Signed)
JAMES H. HAASUM,
I
ft stuff and a piecei
to the dog’s neck, (for he had no collar) in
mitted a “ ftious fraud^ upon the good citi and others, and contains about forty-four
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
L. G. MORSING.
d 5 discussion, it w;
which all the circumstances that passed in
zens of Kingsborough, (N. Y.) and the neigh acres, more or less, and is one half of tlie Lot
(Copy—No. 4.)
DISSOLUTION OF
that place were stated ; it concluded with
S' Ved that the letter:
boring village. It appears that Sill two or
requesting the owner of the dog, if he ever United States ship Erie, at anchor off the three years since, applied to a clothier in which he the said Israel Day and Theodore
the brother, givine
COPARTNERSHIP.
found his wav home, to acquaint Mr. S—t,
town of Gustavia, Island of St. Bartholo Johnstown, N. Y. for work being at that time Day purchased of Andrew Roberts, by deed,
tl it there was no iir
deed is recorded on the 214th page of
bv post, where the fox started, in order that
mew, December 5th, 1828.
very destitute—he was employed—worked which
the 116th book of York County Records. ■wrOTICE is hereby given that the Coa|My to walk on
both the length of the chase and the time
Honourable Sirs,—With an equal share of well—refused assistance—was very punctual
partnership existing between the
t |n<ftt there was, I
employed in it, might be ascertained. In ten regret and surprise, I have received your at Church, a leading character in month Said farm is subject to a mortgage deed for Pi
about
two
hundred
and
sixty
dollars.
Con

Subscribers under the firm of
days after, Mr. S—t received a letter, in communication, announcing the determina ly Concerts of Prayer, &c. and soon became
The letters
forming him, that the dog had arrived sate at tion of his Swedish Majesty’s Council for this distinguished for piety. Last winter S. pre ditions made known at the time and place of
t’ Bed, and the next d
sale.
JESSE
GILMAN,
his master’s house, in Badenoch, that he was Island, not to deliver up to me the piratical tended to have received a windfall of {§1500
brither shopmen foi
Alfred, Dec. 29,1828.________________ - will be dissolved on the first day of March
one of the hounds of the Duke of Gordon’s vessel called the Fédéral, Capt. Taylor, as and furnished a Store in Kingsborough with
next ; and that they will attend until that
b ^athing vengeance,
fox-hunter, in that country, and that the fox. requested in my official communication of the usual assortment of goods, sfiiritous liquors
time to the settlement of their Book accounts.
was started on the morning of the King’s yesterday’s date.
excepted, and commenced trading.
His
I |Çe,of meeting at tl
All
persons
having
demands
against
them
birth-day, on the top of those hills called
01K-’ vn‘ ”Saturday
■ ■ ■n
HE Copartnership heretofore existing are requested to present them for payment
From the peculiar circumstances attending business was good—and in a short time he
Mona-liadh, which separates Badenoch from this transaction, (the robbery or act of piracy opened another store in the village adjoining.
between the subscribers is this day
r
BENJAMIN
SMITH,
iftipt
of
this
letter,
Fort Augustus. From this it appeared that having been committed on the high seas by In October last he went to New-York to
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons in
HORACE PORTER.
a » of poor Bobb:
the chase lasted four days, and that the dis- Ja vessel whose commander, I am well assur purchase goods, passing through Albany, debted to said firm are requested to make
Kennpbunk, December 24,1828.
h i wept and prayei
tance travelled from the place where the ’ed, was at the time well aware ofthe conclu where he was considerably in debt, without payment to A. F. Symonds who is duly au
game was sprung, to the place where it was sion of peace between the Governments of stopping, and having good credentials got thorised to adjust the same.
s ppmtes.he at lenj
caught, without making allowances for the Brazil and Buenos Ayres, and against a ves credited for a large amount and sent his
NATHANIEL UPHAM*.
s > man, but he woul
doubles, crosses and tergiversations, exceed sel of a power in amity with both of those goods to Buffalo by mistake.—Sill returned
A. F. SYMONDS.
THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE
■- ¡ss ; he did so. ]
ed seventy miles. It is said that an applica lately belligerent powers, one of which, I to K. and tarried a few days and then set out
Wells, December 19, 1828.
Ï jes,-~how
JeS.—bnw dearly
rlaarl,,
tion is to be made to the Duke of Gordon to have every reason to believe, has never been in quest of his goods, taking with him about.
Two
good
enrol Caro, (the dog’s name) among the list formally recognized by hisS. Majesty,} lam $400 worth of Gloves Sc Mittens, since which
A. F. SYMONDS
i “ But, Ma’am?’
of his Grace’s pensioners at Gordon Castle. ; reluctantly compelled to express my aston he has been heard of but once, when apedier Has taken the stock formerly belonging to
MARES,^^
1 lied, fhough I love
ishment. The very intimate relation that reported to have seen him in Utica, selling the firm of A. F. Symonds 8c Co. and will
HIkilled! Ian
A chase, similar to the above, occurred in now subsists between our respective Govern mittens. His stock of goods left in his StdVes continue the business at the old stand. A
ia’am, who would i
the year 1663, when a stag was run by a sin ments—a relation on which the best interests were trifling in amount, and he had borrow share of public patronage is respectfully so Two second hand CHAISES,
gle greyhound out of Whinfield Park, West of this island depend—led me to expect a ed a considerable amount of money of vari licited, and all past favqrs gratefully acknowl Four good SLEIGHS and Harnessf.st
w Having taker
moreland, to Redkirk, in Scotland, and back different decision, from its constituted au ous individuals in the vicinity of his Stores.
edged.
(killed, he propose
One
pair
of
TRUCKS
and
HARNESS,
again, a distance of near one hundred miles, thorities ; that decision will, of course, be
ï
A settlement of all demands belonging to
agistrate, S. F. Mil
when, being both exhausted, the stag leaped communicated by me to the Government of
the late firm of A. F. Symonds 8c Co. must One WAGGON, suitable for one or
fehan to put a s
over the pales and died ; the greyhound, in the U. States, and to that of Sweden and
two Horses.
be had before the 30th of April next.
attempting to follow it, fell back and died on Norway, by R. M. Harrison, Esq. through
Wells, January 8,1829.
‘feedings of his <
The above articles will be sold cheap for
the contrary side ; in memory of which the our Charge at Stockholm. 1 would here take 5® PAIR of WIDE RIMMED WHEELS
M of the disgrace 1
Cash or approved endorsed Notes.
stag’s horns were nailed upon a tree just by, leave to add, that the claim made by me does Jin of a superior quality:-—Also 1 long Cart
For further particulars apply to
a step, he af |a
which to this day bears the name of4' Hart’s not rest on a contested principle between the and I short one. They will be sold low if ap
OLIVER WALKER.
“Resolved'fobs
horn tree.”
government of the United States jand that of plied for soon—Inquire at the Printing-Office.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 26, 1828.
KWning.-Whe]
Buenos Ayres, but on the law of Nations, as
Dec. 18th, 1828.
It is said in a letter from Paris that much acknowledged by every maritime power of
tWtfi deluge
encouragement is given to the following new Europe, one only excepted, and more par
pheelements, ho\
OFFERS
FOR
SALE
d
FEW
invention for heating rooms.—“ A piece of ticularly by the armed neutrality of the
Relf in his Sun
LL
demands
due
the
Estate
of
G
eorge
Bbls. Howard Street
quick lime dipped into water, and shut her northern powers of Europe, of which coali
s hereby repeated, to those with whom
Hobbs, remaining unpaid after the warranted of first quality. Likewise, a quan
F- and a new
metically into a box constructed for the pur tion the Kingdom of Sweden formed a con
the
Subscriber
has
accounts,
that
they
*’< Before
pose, gives almost a purgatory heat, and pre-: spicuous member. As my instructions ren first day of March next, will be left with an tity of RYS at a small advance from cost.
must,
to
avoidtrouble
and
expense,
be
settled
vents the necessity office during the winter.” der it incumbent on me to proceed to sea at Attorney lor collection.
Jan. 9, 1829.
W?
the coml,,,
once
a
year.
NATHANIEL HOBBS, Admr.
—i------------------- - ------ —...»
—.
an early hour to-morrow, in conclusion, I
Those who have engaged Wood and Pro
'Mies. Lo„„
Berwick,
December
14,
1828.
U
nitarian
A
dvocate
,
for
January.
Jt was the custom of Addison to hold one have thé honor to request, that the property
duce, are assured, that to be acceptable, tho^
IMedspot, his
Liberal Preacher, for January.
hand behind him. Some person made an so capturçd, which I claim in behalf of its
must be presented soon.
C
hristian Examiner, for Sept, and
his knees kno<
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
American
owners,
may
be
delivered
into
the
observation to him about it, to which he re
BURLEIGH
SMAMTx
Oct.—are ready for Subscribers, at
P* breeches
plied—O sir, I like to be before hand in the. custody of Robert Monroe Harrison, Esq. to Blanks for Sale at this Office.
Kennebunk, Dec. 20? 1828,
JAMES K, REMICH’S Bookstore.
be disposed of as may be directed by the.
world,
length th

«

«ii * ~ "irHI 1 '
...
. . ---Capt. Turner, and the authorities of St.
Barts.—In a slip from the office of the Baltimore American, dated January 3, we have
received the following correspondence be
tween Capt. Turner of the U.S; ship Erie,
and the authorities of St. Barts. The letters
•are copied from the St. Christopher Adver
tiser of the 9th ult. The correspondent of
the American at St. Barts, under date of
Dec. 14, writes that the affair had occasioned
great excitement. Capt. T. left St. Mar
tins on the 7th ult. with the schooner and
her commander, bound to the United States.
The officers and crew petitioned the Ameri
can Consul to be sent after their vessel, and
stated their willingness to stand a trial as pi
rates. Government despatches relative to
the subject were forwarded to Buenos Ayres,
Sweden and the United States. There were
but foul’ men and two boys on board the
schooner when she was cut out from under
the guns of the fort.
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